CITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE
COMMUNTIY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
REGULAR MEETING
FRIDAY, JUNE 26, 2020, 10:00 AM
COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA TECHNOLOGY (CMT) MEETING
AGENDA
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Call to Order
a. Roll Call
b. Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance
2. Public Comment
3. Approval of Minutes - October 28, 2019
4. Job Description for Budgeted CRA Administrator
5. LCRA: Update for Institutional Rehabilitation Projects
a. St. Paul AME
b. First Baptist Church
6. LCRA: Sidewalk Plan
7. Items by Mayor and Commissioners
8. Adjourn
NOTICES:

In accordance with Florida Statute 286.0105: “If any person decides to appeal any decision made by the City Commission with
respect to any matter considered at this scheduled meeting or hearing, the person will need a record of the proceedings, and for such purpose the person
may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be
based.”
In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons needing a special accommodation to participate in this proceeding should
contact the individual or agency sending notice not later than seven days prior to the proceeding at the address given on the notice. Telephone (904)
825-1007; 1-800-955-8771 (TDB) or 1-800-955-8770 (V), via Florida Relay Service. Please note that one or more members of the City Commission or
its appointed boards or committees may attend this meeting and participate, however they may not engage in a discussion or debate amongst themselves
on any issue that will likely come before their respective elected or appointed body. The materials prepared and presented are part of the City’s ongoing
Florida Public Records and Government in the Sunshine compliance and are not intended to be relied upon or to reach investors or the trading markets.

Meetings conducted via Communications Media Technology (CMT)
Pursuant to the Charter of the City of St. Augustine and Resolution 2019-21, the use of
Communications Media Technology (CMT) will be used for public meetings under the authority
granted by the Governor of the State of Florida, pursuant to Executive Order 20-69.
The Alcazar Room at City Hall will be open for attendance with limited capacity consistent with
the public health, and life safety requirements as promulgated by the CDC. These include
mandated capacity and distancing requirements. Physical attendance will be prioritized as
follows until maximum capacity is reached:
a. Commission Members
b. City Attorney
c. City Manager
d. City Clerk
e. Required staff for public records and multi-media operation
f. Public participants
Meetings will be held utilizing Communications Media Technology with elected officials and City
staff allowed to participate through video conferencing.
HOW TO VIEW THE MEETING:
The meeting will be broadcast live at:
The City’s website http://CityStAugTV.com
Government Comcast Channel 3 (This option is only available for Commission
meetings.)
HOW TO PROVIDE PUBLIC COMMENT:
Members of the public wishing to provide public comment prior to the meeting may submit
comments via email at cityclerk@citystaug.com for Commission meetings, pzb@citystaug.com
for Planning and Zoning Board meetings, and harb@citystaug.com for Historic Architectural
Review Board meetings. All comments must be received at least two hours prior to the start of
the meeting. All public comment will be limited to three (3) minutes. The City Clerk will receive
and preserve all written comment consistent with Florida Public Records law but will only read
into the record the equivalent of three (3) minutes or 400 words.
Members of the public physically present in chambers may make public comment at the
podium provided.
Members of the public who wish to participate utilizing CMT are requested to dial in 904-2934330 only when prompted for the specific item on the agenda or at open public comment. The
callers will be placed on hold and queued for each agenda item public comment period.

All other Rules of Decorum shall apply to the extent they do not conflict or are not
applicable. The meeting moderator will monitor adherence to the Rules of Decorum and may
mute any persons determined to be in violation.
NOTICES:
• In accordance with Florida Statute 286.0105: “if a person decides to appeal any decision
made by the board, agency, or commission with respect to any matter considered at
such meeting or hearing, he or she will need a record of the proceedings, and that, for
such purpose, he or she may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings
is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to
be based.”
•

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons needing a special
accommodation to participate in this proceeding should contact the individual or agency
sending notice not later than one (1) day prior to the proceeding at the address given on
the notice. Telephone 904‐825‐1007; 1‐800‐955‐8771 (TDB) or 1‐800‐955‐8770 (V) via
Florida Relay Services.

CITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE
Community Redevelopment Agency
Special Meeting
October 28, 2019
The Community Redevelopment Agency met in formal session Monday, October 28, 2019
at 3:30 P.M. in the Alcazar Room at City Hall. The meeting was called to order by
Chairman Tracy Upchurch, and the following were present:
1. Roll Call:

Tracy Upchurch
Leanna Freeman (arrived at 3:50 P.M.)
Nancy Sikes-Kline
Roxanne Horvath
John Valdes
John Regan, City Manager
Isabelle Lopez, City Attorney
Darlene Galambos, City Clerk
Mark Litzinger, Director, Financial Services
Meredith Breidenstein, Director, Budget & Performance Management
David Birchim, Director, Planning & Building
Paul K. Williamson, Director, Public Affairs
Barry Fox, Chief of Police
Laura Morse, Recording Secretary

2.



General Public Comment

Chairman Upchurch noted that there would
be additional Public comment after all
presentations.



Public hearing was opened; however, there
was no response.
3.

Agenda



A. Update and Discussion regarding
Lincolnville
Community
Redevelopment Area
3.A.1.
Institutional
Program

Rehabilitation

Efforts were re-organized with the
Lincolnville CRA project during the
budget process
The
Institutional
Rehabilitation
Program was new, and staff was in
the process of developing policies
and procedures completion, which
would then require Commission
approval to move forward
Additional adjustments may be
required to the policy after
Commission approval, and any
adjustment material in nature would
be brought before the Commission’s
approval

Mr. Litzinger
process:

Presentation by Mark Litzinger regarding
policies and procedures handbook



Mr. Litzinger discussed the Program:

1

outlined

the

application

Process would begin with open
enrollment
for
institutional
applications, starting each fiscal
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Chairman Upchurch requested an estimate
on how many parcels were in Lincolnville
that may qualify, and the response was
approximately ten.

year October 1st through December
31st
Upon completed review by the City
Attorney, an internal committee,
consisting of a historic preservation
planner and the CRA Administration
would review and rank applications
A 15-point criteria would be used to
rank the applicants for which
projects
to
present
to
the
Commission
Once project was ranked and signed
by administration, City would
develop a contract to include: scope
of
work,
cost
assessment,
construction schedule and phased
approach
Agency would get an overview of the
project, cost, and timetable, financial
projections
for
approval
recommendation

Chairman Upchurch expressed confusion
as to who the City’s client would be and
would the contractual relationship for
construction projects exist with the City.
Ms. Lopez replied the City would control the
contractor and the team, as it was a
CRA/City project. She noted that State
Statute required that all CRA projects must
follow public procurement. She advised that
the legal documents would address liability,
and the contracting team must meet all
public liability insurance requirements.
Commissioner Sikes-Kline appreciated the
historic preservation covenant.
She
inquired about the process flow and
questioned who would be the CRA
administrator, to which Mr. Litzinger
acknowledged the position.

Mr. Litzinger discussed the contractor
procurement:










Previous issues existed with the
contractor bidding approach, due to
apprehension of the projects, which
led to poor participation
There would be a negotiation
process
to
find
interested
contractors,
without
assuming
unknown liability for preservation
projects
Contractor would be expected to
bring up to 100% design, with final
costs brought to the CRA
Once approved, the City would
maintain a 3rd party for contract and
technical detail oversight, that may
surface from projects
Stipulations would be turning site
over to contractor and a twenty-year
covenant on projects over $100,000
Part of the City grant would include
churches opening their buildings to
the public, and educating the public
on the program

Mr. Litzinger continued that over a twentyyear period, any renovations must meet City
and State standards. He added that it had
not been determined yet how standards
would be adhered to, other than building
and planning process, where people must
apply for permits.
Mr. Litzinger added that monitoring should
be put into place, and it was concluded with
Commissioner
Sikes-Kline
that
an
accountability
provision
should
be
instituted, code enforcement issues
addressed, along with a program that would
be regular meetings held with the CRA.
Commissioner Horvath inquired about
whether design build was in the document.
She noted that procurement was not
defined and did not want to commit to
something that was not yet refined.

Mr. Litzinger requested approval of the
proposed program.
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MOTION
The Agency consensus was unanimous for
Mr. Litzinger to bring the matter back for
further discussion.

Commissioner Horvath MOVED to
approve the handbook document
presented by Mr. Litzinger. The motion
was SECONDED by Commissioner
Sikes-Kline.

3.A.3. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue
Streetscape plan from St. Frances Street
to Lovett Street

VOTE ON MOTION
Mr. Litzinger addressed pedestrian street
improvements and believed it was a great
time to parallel the project with other
ongoing items from standpoint of
neighborhood needs.

AYES: Horvath, Sikes-Kline, Valdes
Upchurch
NAYES: None
MOTION APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY
3.A.2. Neighborhood Sidewalks



Presentation by Mark Litzinger regarding
the Lincolnville Streetscape Survey and
Analysis



Mr. Litzinger discussed the following:




Landscape Master Plan was
completed, but not reviewed by the
community
Several requests had been made for
pedestrian improvements along
Bridge Street

Mr. Litzinger requested the Agency’s
approval to move forward with community
outreach. He noted that a cost analysis for
underground power lines would need to be
addressed.

A $300,000 line item was in the CRA
budget for mobility and pedestrian
improvement, specifically sidewalks
First step was to conduct an
inventory of all sidewalks within the
CRA, and a condition assessment
Once the process was completed,
an outreach would be conducted
with those impacted, and brought
back to the Agency for approval

Agency consensus was unanimously given
to Mr. Litzinger for his request.
3.A.4. Introduction to Neighborhood
Stabilization Program including draft
documents for City review and update to
the Fix-It-Up Program

Chairman
Upchurch
inquired
about
earmarked money for the project. Mr.
Litzinger replied that the total was $300,000,
and
the
assessment
would
cost
approximately $12,000.

Mr. Litzinger provided an update on the
Program.
He stated that part of the
redevelopment plan that was updated and
accepted included a line item called ‘Land
Trust Initiative’ which was being introduced.
He said if the Agency was interested, staff
would work with Mr. Lazar and the Legal
Department to provide a more formal outline
for approval.

Commissioner Sikes-Kline inquired about
special attention to historic features in the
sidewalks, such as the blue slate sidewalk
on South Street preservation and what
protection assurances could be provided.

Bill Lazar presented on the Lift-Up
Lincolnville program, a program for low
income families in the Lincolnville district:

Discussion ensued about the small section
of blue slate sidewalk on the south side of
South Street that was broken. Repairs
would not be recommended, unless it
impeded mobility or safety.
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therefore,
seniors

Worked on approximately 50 homes
since program inception
Incentives started at $7,000, went to
$12,000 and capped at $20,000 with
homeowner
not
required
to
reimburse funds, so long as they
reside in home. Should homeowner
sell, funds would roll back to the City
Completed ten to twelve homes per
year, until the hurricanes hit
Last two years spent working with
several
homes
and
seeking
additional funding, as City incentive
was not enough
Homeowners have been referred to
the CDBG Federal disaster money
Block Grant money was the biggest
funding source and provided the
best outreach, as program would
deal with all code violations and any
issues required for restoring home
If home could not be rehabilitated,
the Block Grant program would
demolish and build another home in
same footprint
Program
only
available
for
properties
with
homestead
exemption

The Agency and Mr. Lazar discussed the
following government funding and statistical
information:











Mr. Lazar addressed some challenges and
concerns from homeowner and investor on
affordable housing and home restoration as
follows:









majority helped were



Working Class families moving out
of the area
Tax increase concern
Clear title on homes for bank loans
Homes that have been flooded or
run down
Many homes should be lifted prior to
knowing restoration needs
Waiting list for funds from
Government
Citizens frustrated about time taken
to determine whether home could be
repaired
Job opportunities with appropriate
wages to afford these homes not
available for younger families;

A couple million dollars in SHIP
funds had been spent in CRA
district, leveraged with City funds
and community volunteers
The City had allotted $250,000 at
$20,000 per home in the current
year
Currently three homes were being
worked on
CDBG funds come from the
Department
of
Economic
Opportunity in the State, with the
cap at $100,000
First funding awarded from CDBG
was $48 million for infrastructure,
along with other joint projects
Originally $21 million was set aside
by CDBG for home repairs and
housing replacement for homes
damaged by hurricanes
Process for waiting on the CDBG
funds slow, as the Federal
government did not move quickly
The Affordable Housing Program
parameters and low- income
qualifications were assessed by
gross income and family size

The Agency continued discussion regarding
the marketing distribution of funding
information and citizen awareness.
Mr. Lazar advised that due to many not
having internet, the outreach was through
congregation meetings, flyers at churches,
direct mailers, and talking to the public;
however, since there were many on a
waiting list, he did not think it necessary to
focus on marketing efforts.
Further points were discussed by the
Agency and Mr. Lazar:
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The number of Lincolnville CRA
residents eligible for the program
were unknown; however, there had
been twenty to thirty households
referred
Many on waiting list had sold the
property once contacted
The physical construction for the
Fix-it-Up Program was done by the
Housing Partnership under Mr.
Lazar’s license, any subcontracting
work was put out for bid, and many
volunteers also assist
Appreciable decline in Homestead
exemptions in Lincolnville
A huge market existed in the area for
investors to buy rental property
Concern was expressed as to the
effectiveness of the program;
however, there were positive
testimonials
The primary motive for the
establishment of the CRA was to
allow families to remain in place for
culture, economic and social
preservation
Majority of folks helped were seniors
Title issues were being explored and
the family dynamics of ownership,
along with potential legal help



Ms. Horvath inquired about interest in St.
John’s County having a Public Housing
Authority as there currently was not a local
one.
Mr. Valdes expressed his admiration for all
the work that Mr. Lazar was doing in the
community.
Chairman Upchurch addressed intent to
explore the idea more and requested a
proposal for the intent with Lincolnville
because of the CRA specified ‘pot of
money.’
Mr. Lazar advised that historic preservation
was very important where available, and
home ownership was the ultimate goal. He
added that it was incredibly difficult to find
affordable properties and maintain a
budget.
The Agency consensus was unanimously
given to Mr. Lazar to move forward.
Public hearing was opened; however, there
was no response.

Mr. Lazar discussed the ‘Land Banking’
topic which started by looking at
gentrification:







1

Attempt to make homes look like
other homes in the area
Income guidelines utilized have rent
caps

Ms. Freeman would like to see backup
information for CRA meetings on the City
website.

Goal would be to keep someone
permanently in their home
Community Land Trusts surfacing
for neighborhoods
City would provide financing for
purchasing the property at a fair
market price
Fair market assessment and City
would be the Bank with a deferred
note on property, contractor would
find financing
Paying $5,000 for a lot vs. $100,000
made a difference in contractor
making offers on fix-up properties

Ms. Sikes-Kline would like to see a budget
copy included with the packet, and a
consideration of an assessment of the
Lincolnville project, such as how many
properties had title issues.
4.

Adjournment

There being no further business, the
meeting was adjourned at 4:25 P.M.1

Transcribed by Laura Morse
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__________________________________
Tracy Upchurch, Chairperson

__________________________________
Darlene Galambos, CITY CLERK
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Job Description

3.2

General Employees

3.2.139 Community Redevelopment Manager

Job Position

Community Redevelopment Manager

Department

Public Works

Division

Public Works Administration

Job Description
The Community Redevelopment Manager provides professional planning implementation skills,
judgment, and knowledge relative to community redevelopment initiatives. Work involves
coordinating with Steering Committee, personnel within the City, community constituents, vendors,
and the public/citizens. This position is overseen by the Public Works Director.
Job Responsibilities
Responsible for management of the City of St. Augustine Community Redevelopment Areas (CRA),
including reporting to and working with applicable public agencies and management of applicable
private contracts.
Provides support to the Community Redevelopment Agency and any advisory committees, which
includes, but is not limited to scheduling and facilitating regular meetings; preparing meeting
agendas and minutes; maintaining all appropriate program and project records and reports; and
updating/maintaining website.
Develops and initiates new, CRA Board approved programs and projects to improve the physical and
economic conditions within the CRA districts. Develops communication programs to support
projects and meets with citizens, businesses, homeowners, and other community groups as needed
to facilitate project implementation.
Manages the day to day operations of CRA districts ensuring compliance with applicable policies,
procedures, law, regulations, and budgets. Serves as a liaison to governmental agencies,
community leaders, civic organizations, merchants, property owners, and business owners.
Acts as the City’s point of contact between all Departments and City neighborhood organizations.
Represents the City at CRA Agency, Planning and Zoning Board and Commission meetings regarding
community development related issues. Coordinates with Public Works on all infrastructure
projects. Coordinates with Planning & Building on all projects related to historic structures.
Coordinates with Finance on all budgetary issues, including Tax Increment Financing projections and
submissions.

ISSUE DATE

12/15/1997

APPROVED BY

PAGE
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1
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REVISION DATE
John P. Regan, City Manager

3.2.

Community Redevelopment Manager

Job Responsibilities (continued)
Plans, assembles, and coordinates meetings between outside vendors (architect and landscape
groups) and the property owners to determine scope of work, cost and implementation of desired
improvements.
When authorized by the Director, coordinates, directs and offers staff input to planning consultants
under contract to provide services to the City relative to neighborhood planning, long-range
planning and infrastructure improvements.
Meets with residents; receives and processes applications; follows up with residents to ensure
project progress, initiates work orders and change orders for proposals related to CRA, approves
invoices for Fix-It-Up and IRP, and performs final inspection upon project completion.
Prepares grant proposals, applications, contracts, and other documents as required for enhancing
the efforts of the CRA. Coordinates applications during grant cycle (October 1 – December 31).
Responsible for preparing various staff reports, quarterly newsletters, and annual CRA report.
Approval of Fix-It-Up Applications in conjunction with SJHP and P&B
Accomplishes other tasks as required.
Education, Training and Experience
Bachelor of Art or Science degree in Business Administration, Public Administration, Urban/Regional
Planning or related fields with two years of planning, zoning, land use or historic preservation
experience in the public sector. Masters’ degree in Urban/Regional Planning may be substituted for
one year of planning related experience.
Experience with Community Redevelopment Areas.
Driver's License Requirement: Valid Florida Driver's License Classification: E .
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CONDITION ASSESMENT REPORT
FOR

ST. PAUL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH AND
PARSONAGE
85 Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue, St. Augustine, Florida 32084
FOR

ST. AUGUSTINE COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

May 13, 2020
By

KENNETH SMITH ARCHITECTS, INC.
ARCHITECTS

SARAH RYAN ARCHITECT, LLC
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT

MALLEN CONTRUCTION, INC.
COST ESTIMATES
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INTRODUCTION:
This report is based on visual building reviews at readily accessible building areas
of the St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church and Parsonage Buildings
completed from late February through early May 2020 by Kenneth Smith of
Kenneth Smith Architects, Inc., and Sarah Ryan of Sarah Ryan Architect, LLC.,
with assistance from Ken McClain, Church Trustee. Allan Davis, of Mallen
Construction, Inc., provided the cost estimates.
The St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church and Parsonage buildings are
located at 85 Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue in the Lincolnville area of
St. Augustine, FL. Property for the church was purchased in 1904. Church records
indicate the church was designed and built by their Pastor, The Rev. E. F. Williams.
Church members donated time, labor, and money to build the church in 8 months’
time. The two-story masonry vernacular style church and parsonage have served
the church congregation for over 115 years.
The two story church has a rectangular shaped floor plan, with a brick and painted
stucco exterior, and composition shingle roofing over a gable shaped roof. Matching
towers are located on each side of the west end of the church above the two church
entries. Towers have peaked metal shingle roofs above vertical wall areas of lapped,
painted horizontal siding. Tall, narrow, pointed arch head stained glass windows are
located on all sides of the church. There are a few square head wood windows on
the east side of the church.
A complementary, one story, ca. 1950’s brick veneer education building, is located
near the south side of the church and has a small church connection that opens
into the south church entry.
The church parsonage, constructed ca. 1910 to 1917, is a two-story, rectangular brick
building, with a rectangular shaped rear extension, plus an open one story porch on the
east facing St. Benedicts Street. A closed-in rear porch is located at the rear, south side
of the house, and a one story, former garage, is attached to the south side of the house.
The enclosed garage area is currently used for church storage.
The house has wood double hung windows with shallow arched heads and arched brick
lintels above. Windows have concrete sills. The house has pressed metal shingle
roofing on a gable shaped roof, plus a low sloped, 5V metal roof, over the front porch.
The former garage has a low sloped hip roof with composition shingles.
The porch roof is supported by paired, decorative wood columns at the open east side
of the porch. There is a crawl space below the house. A former double garage door
opening has been closed-in with vertical wood board siding and a set of 3-ft wide
paneled doors.
The church is in active use by the congregation, has been well maintained, and is in
good condition. The parsonage building is not occupied due to roof leaks and interior
mold resulting from the roof leaks and is in poor to fair condition.
KENNETH SMITH ARCHITECTS, INC.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church and Parsonage buildings are
unique, attractive historic buildings that have served the church congregation well
for over 115 years and contribute to the St. Augustine Lincolnville Historic District.
Much of the original building fabric remains on both buildings.
The west front of the church has been altered with the addition of new brick over
the original brick up to the top of the stained glass windows and the stucco above
the new brick to the underside of the roof eaves that was applied over the original
brick wall finish. Also, the church originally had a taller tower above the north-west
church entry and a shorter tower, about the current tower height, above the
south-west church entry. The north-west tower has been rebuilt to a shorter height,
matching the south-west tower height. The towers have non-historic, painted metal
shingle type roofing, and composition siding. These changes were probably
completed from the mid 1950’s, when the south educational building was
constructed, through the early 1970’s. The +/- 50 to 60 year old changes are now
considered part of the historic building fabric. The parsonage garage addition has a
similar status.
The church interior appears to be generally original, except there are modern, layin acoustical ceilings between exposed wood sanctuary ceiling beams. Modern
church ceilings are believed to have been installed ca. 1972. Possibly they were
installed when air-conditioning was added in the building to conceal duct work. The
exposed wood beams could be original or may have been installed when the
acoustical ceilings were installed. Existing sanctuary crystal pendant lights are not
original and were probably also installed when the ceilings were installed. The
woodwork at the pews, communion rails, altar, pulpit, altar area wood railings, and
sanctuary wall chair rails is in good condition. We believe these components are
not part of the original or early building construction. .
The east wall behind the choir area, with gold decorative organ pipes, has darker
transparent finished wood paneling, and trim and, we believe, is part of the original
building construction. The transparent finished wood ceiling, above the choir area
and behind the proscenium wall opening, is also believed to be part of the original
building fabric.
Modern carpet has been installed in church sanctuary aisles between the wood
pews and at the altar, pulpit, and choir areas.
The parsonage exterior appears to be generally original with a later garage
addition on the south, and rear porch modifications. Painted wood handrails at the
front porch entry steps also do not appear to be part of the historic building fabric.
The parsonage interior has been generally renovated and we believe still retains
most, if not all, of the original heart pine wood flooring; however, most areas of the
wood flooring have been covered by modern carpet, or vinyl flooring. Also, we are
KENNETH SMITH ARCHITECTS, INC.
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unsure how much of the original plaster wall and ceiling finishes remain as most
second floor walls now have painted, modern, prefinished wood paneling finished
walls.
Second floor ceilings have been covered with lay-in acoustical ceilings or a
sprayed textured finish coating. First floor walls may be gypsum wall board over
original plaster walls.
We understand the Lincolnville Community Redevelopment Grant Program is
planning to provide grant funds to complete reroofing of the church and attached
education building, parsonage, and the parsonage garage addition. The church
and education buildings currently have composition shingle roofing. The parsonage
has metal shingle roofing and 5V metal roofing on the porch. The parsonage
garage addition has modern composition shingle roofing.
A historic church photograph, included in the grant request, indicates original wood
shingle roofing on the church and tower.
Installation of a modern fiberglass composition shingle roof like the existing roof
would be the least expensive church reroofing option. This roofing would have a 20
year or so life expectancy. A wood shingle roof could be installed on the church,
but would be more expensive, and would require more maintenance. As the church
has had composition shingle roofing for some time and the adjacent education
building has always had composition shingle roofing, we recommend new
composition shingle roofing be installed on these buildings.
We recommend that the parsonage be reroofed with new stamped metal shingle
roofing and 5V metal roofing on the porch, both similar to the existing roofing.
Church towers have been altered and the existing tower roofing, and siding seem
to be in good condition; however, we have not been able to access the towers.
Currently, we believe the towers do not need to be reroofed at this time. Tower
roofing and siding needs to be cleaned and painted and tower soffits are
deteriorated and have missing grills and should be repaired, painted, and missing
grilles replaced.
Other recommended renovations for the church and parsonage are noted in the
following report sections. We did not complete cost estimates for other church and
parsonage repairs and renovations as we understand the current grant funded
proposed restoration work is limited to reroofing of the church, parsonage and
adjacent education building, and associated soffit and eave repairs, and painting.
We recommend current repairs and renovations be completed as follows:
Church:
1. Remove existing church and education building roofing, underlayments, and
flashings. Repair any areas of damaged or deteriorated roof sheathing. Install
KENNETH SMITH ARCHITECTS, INC.
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or repair roof crickets at the back and sides of church towers. Reroof the church
and the educational building with new dimensional fiberglass shingle roofing,
new peal and stick roof underlayments, and new copper flashings and eave
drips. Remove existing gutters and downspouts and install new copper gutters
and downspouts in existing locations and where gutters fell off or were removed.
Clean and paint the metal roofing and siding at the church towers. Repair and
paint tower soffits and repair, or replace, tower soffit vents.
2. Repair the roof and tower eaves and soffits to good condition. Remove and
replace damaged and missing areas to match the original construction.
Replace or repair ventilation grilles. Remove, or encapsulate, existing lead
based soffit paint as required by EPA. Paint all soffits and fascia.
Parsonage:
1. Remove and dispose of the existing metal shingle roofing and roof flashings
containing asbestos materials by a qualified abatement contractor. Remove all
remaining existing roofing, underlayments, and flashings. Repair any damaged
or deteriorated roof sheathing. Install new peal and stick roof underlayments,
and new metal flashings and drips to match the metal parsonage roofing and
galvanized metal flashings and drips at the porch roof, and new copper
flashings and eave drips at the garage. Install or repair a roof cricket at the back
side of the chimney. Reroof the parsonage with new stamped metal shingles
and with 5V galvanized metal roofing at the porch roof. Reroof the
garage addition with new dimensional fiberglass shingle roofing. Remove
existing gutters and downspouts and install new half-round copper gutters and
round downspouts in existing locations.
2. Repair roof eaves and soffits to good condition. Remove and replace damaged
and missing areas to match the original construction. Remove or encapsulate
existing lead based soffit, and fascia paint as required by EPA. Paint all soffits
and fascia.

End of Section
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COST ESTIMATES:
Cost estimates are budget estimates as the scope of work is not well defined. Estimates
assume that the work items will be completed in one phase of renovation work. Also, we
assume the work will be completed this year. Estimated costs are as follows:
Church
1. Remove existing church and education building roofing,
underlayments, and flashings. Repair areas of damaged or
deteriorated roof sheathing. Install, or repair, roof crickets at back
and sides of church towers. Reroof the church and the educational
building with new dimensional fiberglass shingle roofing, new
roof underlayments, and new copper flashings and eave drips.
Remove existing gutters and downspouts, and install new copper
gutters and downspouts in existing locations and where gutters
fell off or were removed. Paint tower roofing and siding….………………….$ 126,000
2. Repair church and tower roof eaves and soffits to good condition.
Remove and replace damaged and missing areas to match the original
construction. Remove or encapsulate existing lead based soffit
paint as required by EPA. Paint all soffits and fascia…………………………$ 23,000
Church Total …..…………………………………………………..……………………....$ 149,000
Parsonage
1. Remove and dispose of the existing metal shingle roofing, and flashings
containing asbestos materials by an abatement contractor. Remove
roof underlayments. Repair damaged or deteriorated areas of roof sheathing.
Install new roof underlayments, new metal flashings, and eave drips to
match the metal parsonage roofing and galvanized metal flashings and
eave drips at the porch roof, and new copper flashings and eave drips at the
garage. Install or repair roof cricket at the chimney. Reroof the parsonage
with new stamped metal shingles and with 5V galvanized metal roofing at
the porch roof. Reroof the garage addition with new dimensional fiberglass
shingle roofing. Remove existing gutters and downspouts and install new
half-round gutters and round downspouts in existing locations.……..…………$ 33,000
2. Repair roof eaves and soffits to good condition. Remove and replace
damaged and missing areas to match the original construction.
Remove or encapsulate existing lead based paint at soffits, and fascia
paint as required by EPA. Paint all soffits and fascia..…………………………...$ 17,000
Parsonage Subtotal .…….…………………………………………………………………$ 50,000
Contingency (6%)...……………………………………………………………………….$ 12,000
Total Church and Parsonage Estimated Renovation Cost.…………………………$ 211,000
Design Fees (including field measure the buildings)……….………………………..…$ 24,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
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$ 235,000

ST. PAUL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DESCRIPTIONS
St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church is located at 85 Martin Luther King
in the Lincolnville neighborhood of St. Augustine, Florida. Constructed ca. 1905
is a rectangular shaped, brick masonry veneer structure with a steep east to west
gable roof ridge, and symmetrical ridges and gables on the north and south.
Church towers are located at the northwest and southwest gable roof
intersections and have steep sloped metal roofs above vertical walls faced with
composition siding (Photos 1 & 2). The two main church entries, both facing
Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue, are located below the towers.
The church is a one-story structure over a crawl space with a small basement at
the east end of the church that has a storage room, and choir dressing room. An
interior stair and east exterior door provides access to the basement with a small
toilet room and storage space and church air conditioning equipment (Photo 3).
The church sanctuary has attractive stained glass windows, with pointed arched
heads, on all building elevations. Church members stated the stained glass
windows are original Tiffany Stained Glass. There is modern protective
over-glazing over the west stained glass windows. Stained glass windows on
other building elevations do not have protective over-glazing, but are not readily
accessible to the public and are protected by adjacent buildings and trees on the
north. An octagon shaped window, with clear replacement glass, is centered in
the west church gable wall above five stained glass windows (Photos 1 & 4).
The church property includes an adjacent education and office building, a
parsonage, and a paved parking area. The education and office building, built in
the 1950’s on the south side of the historic church, includes a small church
connection that opens into the church southwest entry area for church access
from the education building (Photo 5).
Based on a historic photograph of the church included in the grant application, the
church originally had a taller tower located above the north-west church entry and,
we believe, a shorter tower located above the south-west church entry. The
historic north-west tower was much taller than the current north-west tower and
had square plan shaped brick tower walls that extended well above the main
church roof eaves and was capped by a tall, wood shingle roofed, steeple with a
shallower roof slope at the lower part of the roof. This roof steeple was capped
with a tall cross and featured dormer type louvers centered in each face of the
roof. The tower brick walls had octagon shaped stained glass windows in the
north and west tower faces that were the same size and slightly lower in elevation
than the main octagon shaped window in the church west gable. We do not have
historic photos of the south-west tower but it was indicated to be shorter and
simpler than the north-west tower on 1972 church renovation drawings. Currently
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there are two matching shorter towers located above the two west church entries
with composition siding walls and, we believe, metal shingles.
Also, the front, west side, of the church was modified, we believe, ca.1972 with
newer brick installed over the historic brick from grade to the top of the stained
glass window heads (Photo 1). Narrow areas of stucco wall finish are located on
each side of the west stained glass windows and above the windows to the roof
eaves. Newer brick also appears to have been installed over the historic brick at
the east and west ends of the north elevation to the church entries. Historic brick
church gables are visible on all sides of the building.
CHURCH ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The church appears to be in generally in good condition. Church areas we
recommend be renovated or repaired are noted below:
Roofing and Gutters: The church and attached educational building composition
shingle roofing was installed around the year 2000 and is about 20 years old. The
roofing on both buildings has sustained wind and hail damage and has missing
and loose shingles from recent hurricanes (Photo 6). The roofing is at the end of
its useful life and needs to be replaced. We recommend that new dimensional
fiberglass shingle roofing be installed over new peal and stick underlayment to
replace the existing church and attached educational building roofing. Roof
flashings and eave drips should also be removed and be replaced with new
copper flashings and eave drips. Damaged and deteriorated roof sheathing
should also be replaced. The church roof has some downspouts, but some gutters
they connected to are missing. A rusted galvanized steel downspout remains at
the north end of the east church wall. When the roof is replaced, existing gutters
and downspouts should be cleaned, and replaced in areas where needed by
copper half round gutters and round copper downspouts.
We could not get access to examine the tower shingles, siding, flashings, and
louvers and the east flashings or roof crickets behind the towers. When
scaffolding is erected at the building, the towers will need to be inspected to
verify the repairs needed at the towers and flashings. Roof crickets may need to
be installed at the back and side of each tower. The towers metal shingle type
roofing and composition siding should be cleaned and repainted.
Fascia and Soffits: Wood roof fascia, eaves, and soffits appear to be in
generally good condition; however, we noted deteriorated areas of the fascia
above the southwest entry door and at the southwest tower (Photos 11 &12).
Deteriorated areas of the wood fascia should be replaced, and loose paint be
scrapped off the fascia, eaves, and soffits, and all areas be repainted. At the
southwest tower, there is missing composition siding and a missing metal soffit
eave vent that should be replaced. Also, there are damaged composition roof
shingles above the southwest entry door that need to be replaced.
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Exterior Walls and Trim: Exterior brick walls are in generally good condition;
however, the brick near the mid-height of the east wall seems to be bowing out
away from the church structure. We believe this condition should be reviewed by
a structural engineer, and possibly secured back to the wood frame structure
based on the engineer’s recommendations (Photo 7).
Deteriorated and damaged brick and open brick mortar joints are located on the
north wall and below the northwest tower. Areas of brick closer to grade on the
north wall appear to be damaged by flooding and have mortar like surface buildup on the bricks. Ferns are growing on the face of the bricks near the east end
of the north wall, and mold growth is growing on this wall below the first floor
level (Photo 8). Damaged stucco over a brick window sill is located on the east
side of the church (Photo 9) and required stucco and brick repairs. Brick on
exterior church walls should be cleaned, repaired as needed, and have open
mortar joints repointed. A vertical crack at the interior of a brick south wall offset
should be cleaned and resealed. Brick cleaning and repair should be done using
the gentlest means possible as recommended by the National Park Service
Technical Bulletins No.1 & No. 6.
A painted concrete exterior exit stair, with a cast iron pipe handrail, is located
near the east end of the north side of the church. The railing does not comply
with current building code requirements and should be modified or replaced to
comply with the building code. The stair should be cleaned and repainted with
non-slip texture finish on the stair treads (Photo 10).
New sealants should be installed in all openings around all exterior doors,
windows, and at other wall penetrations. Some areas of missing decorative arch
moldings above the west stained glass windows should be replaced (Photo 4).
Basement and Flooding: We understand that there was 6 inches of standing
water in the basement after the recent hurricanes. The bottom of the exterior
basement wood door extends below grade and is protected by a raised brick sill
in front of the door. A removable, flood level height, door dam should be
provided to be installed over the basement door when flooding is predicted for
the area. Also, we recommend that wall openings in the concrete block wall
between the basement and the adjacent crawl space be closed to above the
flood elevation with concrete blocks to retard basement flooding. We could not
get access into the church crawl space and suggest floor framing over the crawl
space be reviewed by a structural engineer to verify if there is any floor framing
deteriorations.
Church Interiors: Interior areas of the church have been renovated, and
maintained, and are actively used by church members, and appeared to be in
good condition.
The church Sanctuary has transparent finished, tongue and groove wood flooring
under pew areas with carpet runners at the aisles between pews. Pews are
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modern appearing, transparent finished, wood with upholstered seats and backs.
The ceiling has exposed, decorative, transparent finished wood beams radiating
out from a central point above a carved and engraved stone baptismal font
below. The wood beams rise slightly in elevation from the perimeter walls to the
central ceiling point. Modern, lay-in acoustical tile ceilings fill ceiling areas
between the wood beams with modern pendant lights suspended below the
ceiling (Photo 13).
A carpeted kneeler with an ornamental, transparent finished, wood communion
rail, surrounds the altar area at the east side of the sanctuary. A raised pulpit
area, with a transparent finished wood pulpit, is located behind a wood altar
located at the center of the east side of the communion area. Church elder
seating is located behind the pulpit. A proscenium arched wall opening, at the
center of the east sanctuary wall, opens to a choir area with stepped rows of
choir seats. The ceiling over the choir area is exposed, transparent finished,
tongue and groove ceiling. The east choir area wall features exposed organ
pipes mounted in front of a decorative, transparent finished wood wall (Photo 14).
Accessibility: The entry ramp at the west entry doors is too steep and does not
comply with ADA requirements. The current ramp slope is 5 1/2 inches in a
36 inch ramp. ADA requirements only permit a ramp with a 1 inch in 12 inches
maximum slope. The existing ramp could potentially be extended to the outer
edge of the adjacent low brick planter to extend the ramp and reduce the slope.
We suggest this condition be studied and reviewed with the city building official.
Churches are not required to comply with the Federal American’s with Disabilities
Act (ADA) requirements; however, churches usually work to conform to the
requirements, as possible, and practicable, to allow all members of their
congregation's ready access.
Hazardous Materials: The current proposed scope of church renovations
include reroofing and roof soffit repairs and painting. Wood Environmental
completed a hazardous material study of the church and parsonage roofing, roof
fascia, and eave areas. They discovered lead based paint on the church soffits
and fascia, and at the parsonage soffits, and porch beam that will have to be
handled and disposed of as per EPA requirements. They also discovered an
asbestos coating on the parsonage metal shingle roofing and at the white wall
flashing above the parsonage garage addition. The asbestos materials will have
to be removed and disposed of by a qualified abatement contractor.

End of Section
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ST. PAUL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL - PARSONAGE
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DESCRIPTIONS
The St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church Parsonage building located at
84 St. Benedict Street was constructed between 1910 and 1917. The parsonage is
located behind the east end of the church and the front of the parsonage faces
St. Benedict Street. The building is a two-story, rectangular, shaped brick masonry
structure with pressed metal shingles over a hipped roof (Photos 15 & 17).
There is a two-story building extension at the rear, west side, of the parsonage
(Photo 16). A one-story, three bay wide, front porch extends across the front of
the parsonage with painted, decorative, double wood columns, and painted
concrete steps leading up to the painted concrete front porch. The porch floor is
approximately 18" above the surrounding grade and has no guardrails. The porch
has a low slope hip roof with 5V metal roofing. The front door is a painted, sixpanel, wood door with a small 4 lite transom above. with a shallow arched top. A
painted, 4 lite over 3-panel wood door with newer brick surround is located at the
south end of the porch to access the garage building. A painted wood picket
fence surrounds the east and south sides of the parsonage, and a low (3 ft. or so
high) brick wall is located along the north property line.
Parsonage windows appear to be original, or early, 2 over 2 lite, wood double
hung windows with shallow arched window heads, and shallow arched brick
lintels, and painted concrete window sills (Photos 18 & 19).
An overhead electrical service is located near the east end of the north parsonage
wall with a surface mounted electric meter, and telephone panel below and
exposed electrical and telephone conduit surface mounted on the north brick wall.
A newer, one story garage is attached on the south side of the parsonage and is
used for storage (Photo 17). The garage has a brick exterior that appears to be
newer than the brick on the parsonage. The garage brick is red in color and does
not match the orange parsonage brick exterior. Also the brick mortar at the garage
is whiter in color than the buff colored mortar on the parsonage.
An original, east, garage door opening has been partially closed in with vertical,
v-grooved, painted wood planks with a pair of modern 3 ft. wide, 6 panel, metal
entry doors at the center of the opening. A painted concrete lintel is located above
the garage door opening. The garage roof is a composition shingle low slope
gable roof with a painted wood plank south gable end and painted wood fascia
and soffits.
The interior of the parsonage is generally in good condition. The First Floor
contains the entry or parlor, living room, dining room, kitchen, and stair. A toilet
room is located off the entry. The kitchen is located at the rear of the residence
with a utility room and rear entry. An air conditioner unit and a water heater are
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located in the utility room. Painted wood base boards, and wood window and
door trim, is located throughout the building.
Parsonage flooring is generally carpet, except the entry, kitchen and bathrooms
have sheet vinyl flooring. First Floor walls are plaster and ceilings are sprayed
texture finished plaster or gypsum board (Photo 23) or 12 x 12 acoustical ceiling
tiles (Photo 24). The second floor has areas of 24 x 48 inch lay-in acoustical tile
ceilings.
The entry has plaster walls with painted wood bead board wainscoting at the wall
above the stair to the Second Floor. The stair has carpet on the treads and
risers and painted wood stair pickets, and a transparent finished stair newel post
and handrails at the stair and around the Second Floor stair opening. The wall
below the First Floor stair is finished with painted wood trim applied vertically and
horizontally below the stair to create recessed grid in the trim.
The Second Floor stair hall has a plaster finished wall on one side and end walls,
and a curved, painted wood panel wall on the opposite wall with 2 x 4 lay-in
acoustical tile ceiling (Photo 25). Second Floor bedrooms have plaster ceilings
and painted wood paneling or tongue and groove wood walls.
Lighting at the First Floor living and dining rooms is ceiling mounted canopy and
a few pendant lights. The dining room has a small glass chandelier light. The
Second Floor stair hall lighting is modern 2 x 4 fluorescent recessed lights in the
acoustical tile ceiling (Photo 25). Bedrooms have single surface mounted ceiling
lights.
Active termite damage and mold resulting from roof leaks was noted in the house.
PARSONAGE ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The exterior of the parsonage is in fair condition. Parsonage areas we
recommend be addressed are noted below:
Roofing and Gutters: Roofing is pressed metal shingles on the main structure
and 5V metal roofing at the front porch. The roof appears to be leaking at several
areas inside the house. The 5V metal porch roof is rusting and should be
replaced. The composition shingle garage roofing has missing and damaged
shingles and should be removed and replaced. The pressed metal shingles with
a grey coating and the white garage to parsonage wall flashing both contain
asbestos materials and will have to be removed and disposed by an abatement
contractor.
The main roof pressed metal shingles are rusted, and leaking, and we
recommend they be removed and be replaced with new, similar, pressed metal
roof shingles, and new underlayments. There are damaged metal gutters and
downspouts on the porch roof that should be replaced with new half round
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galvanized gutters and round downspouts. There are no existing gutters at the
parsonage and garage roofs.
All parsonage and garage roof and eave flashings are damaged and rusting and
should be replaced with new metal flashings and eave drips to match the
shingles at the parsonage and new copper flashings and eave drips at the
garage.
Exterior Walls and Trim: Exterior brick walls are in fair condition with missing
mortar at some brick joints, and mildew on the exterior of the brick (Photo 18).
Some brick areas, on the east wall, have eroded faces. Brick on exterior walls
should be cleaned, repaired or replaced with matching salvaged brick as needed,
and deteriorated and open mortar joints should be repointed. Eroded east wall
bricks should be removed and replaced with salvaged bricks. Bricks are partially
missing at a brick lintel above one of the porch windows and the lintel needs to
be rebuilt (Photo 19). The east First Floor window has mortar residue on the brick
lintel that should be cleaned and removed. Brick cleaning and repair should be
completed using the gentlest means possible as recommended by the National
Park Service Technical Bulletins No.1 & No. 6.
Double hung and other wood windows at the parsonage are deteriorated and
need to be restored. Deteriorated window areas should be epoxy repaired or
replaced to match the existing units and be painted (Photo 20). Wood roof
fascia, eaves and soffits appear to be in generally good condition and should
have any deteriorated areas replaced and loose paint removed and be repainted.
Painted wood porch columns have loose and peeling paint and should be
scraped and repainted (Photo 21). There are damaged and missing areas at the
porch painted tongue and groove wood ceiling. Missing and deteriorated porch
ceiling areas should be removed, and voids filled-in to match the existing ceiling,
and all areas be repainted.
There is what appears to be galvanized metal siding with a running bond brick
pattern stamped in the siding on Second Floor west and south walls above an
enclosed south rear entry. The lower area of the metal siding is rusting and the
siding is not painted (Photo 22). We believe that the Second Floor room, partially
enclosed by the metal siding, is a later addition and is not an original part of the
house, and the enclosed space below was probably an open rear porch that has
been closed in. We suggest the church consider removing these spaces and
restoring the rear porch, or if the interior spaces are needed, then the exterior of
the enclosed porch and room above should be refinished and rotted and
deteriorated wood porch siding and trim, and the metal panels, should be
repaired, sealed, and painted.
Also, there is an open soffit on the rear, west side of the building with exposed
floor joists and plumbing lines in the soffit. We suggest that the soffit finish be
replaced to match the front porch soffit and be painted.
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New sealants should be installed at all openings around all exterior doors,
windows, and at other wall penetrations.
Chimney: There is one brick chimney that should be inspected, cleaned,
repaired, and repointed as required. If the chimney is out of service, a copper cap
closure should be installed on top of the chimney,.
Paint: After exterior repairs are completed, all exterior wood trim, soffits, eaves,
siding, doors, frames, and windows should be cleaned and painted.
Parsonage Interiors: The interior of the Parsonage is in generally good condition
except for mold, termite, and water damaged areas that require repairs.
First Floor: First Floor ceilings have areas of modern acoustical tile ceilings and
modern sprayed-on textured finish on original plaster ceilings (Photos 23 & 24).
We suggest the acoustical tile ceilings and the sprayed textured finishes be
removed, and the plaster ceilings be repaired, or new gypsum board ceilings be
installed if the plaster ceilings are significantly deteriorated, or if required by
budget constraints. There is water damage at the acoustical tile ceiling near the
west living room wall (Photo 24). Flooring is carpet or sheet vinyl flooring
throughout the parsonage. We suggest the First Floor carpet and vinyl flooring be
removed, and the original wood flooring below be repaired and refinished.
Painted wood doors, door trim, and baseboards throughout the parsonage
should be scraped, repaired, and painted.
Second Floor: The wood stair to the Second Floor has carpet finished treads
and risers. We suggest the carpet be removed, and the original transparent
finished stair treads and risers be refinished. The stair handrail height around the
Second Floor stair opening does not meet current building code height
requirements (Photo 25). We suggest that simple metal tubing railings be installed
on top of the original historic railings to the height required by the building code.
Second Floor bedrooms and the hall area have modern prefinished wood paneled
walls that should be removed, and the historic plaster finishes behind the paneling
be repaired and painted (Photo 25). The plaster wall finishes could be removed
and replaced by painted gypsum board wall finishes, if required due to budget
constraints. The lay-in acoustical ceiling in the Stair Hall is deteriorated, and
should be removed and replaced with painted gypsum board ceilings.
Fluorescent lights in the acoustical ceilings have missing lens, and lamps, and
should be removed with the ceiling and new period ceiling lights be installed.
HVAC: Modern A/C units service the Parsonage. The existing units and ductwork
needs to be reviewed by an HVAC contractor or engineer and can be reused or
replaced based on their determinations.
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Electrical and Lighting: Fluorescent lights should be removed and replaced by
new period ceiling lights. The front porch light fixture and canopies at other interior
lights are missing, and new period ceiling light fixtures should be installed where
needed. The electrical system should be inspected by an engineer or electrician
and be upgraded or replaced as required. Emergency exit signs, lights, and
smoke or heat detectors should be installed as required by the building code
throughout the parsonage.
Termite Damage and Tenting: There was active termite damage noted in the
parsonage. The structure should be evaluated by a termite company and tented
or treated as per their recommendations (Photo 26).
Hazardous Materials: We understand that the current proposed scope of work
includes parsonage reroofing and roof soffit repairs and painting. Wood
Environmental completed a hazardous material study for the church and
parsonage roofing, and roof fascia and eave areas. They discovered lead based
paint on the church soffits and fascia and at the parsonage soffits, and porch
beam, that will have to be handled and disposed of as per EPA requirements.
They also discovered an asbestos coating on the parsonage metal shingle
roofing and at the white wall flashing above the parsonage garage addition.
Asbestos materials will have to be removed and disposed of by a qualified
abatement contractor.
End of Section
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Historic Photograph
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Photograph 1 - Southwest entry

Photograph 2 - Northwest Entry

Photograph 3 - East

Photograph 4 - Stained glass
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Photograph 6 - Roof damage

Photograph 5- Education Building Addition

Photograph 8- Damaged brick and fern growth
Photograph 7 Brick bowing away from wood structure
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Photograph 9 - Damaged Brick Sill

Photograph 10 - East end stair

Photograph 11 - Deteriorated Fascia

Photograph 12 - Southwest Tower
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Photograph 13 - Church Interior

Photograph 14 - Organ Pipes
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Photograph 15 - Parsonage

Photograph 16 - Northeast

Photograph 17 - Garage
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Photograph 18 - Open mortar joints in brick
Photograph 19 - Brick lintel partially missing

Photograph 20 - Deteriorated windows

Photograph 21 - Wood columns

Photograph 22 - Metal Siding
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Photograph 23 - Sprayed texture ceiling finish

Photograph 25 - Stair handrail and
deteriorated acoustical ceiling tiles

Photograph 24 - Damaged acoustical ceiling tiles

Photograph 26 - Termite damage
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KENNETH SMITH ARCHITECTS, INC.
110 Cypress Landing
Saint Johns, Florida 32259
Telephone: (904) 281-0002
email:ksmith@ksarch.org

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Amanda Anderson, Administrative Coordinator

FROM:

Kenneth R. Smith, FAIA.

DATE:

June 16, 2020

RE:

Recommendations for First Baptist Church Phasing

I reviewed church priority needs with Michael Jefferson at First Baptist Church by telephone. Based on his
comments, I suggest a budget for the church Phase I restorations as follows:
1. Reroofing - $78,000 (they have 5 active roof leaks).
2. Restore and paint windows and exterior doors.- $100,000 (defer replacing the west windows until a
later phase).
3. Structural repairs of the Second Floor framing - $37,900. (areas of the First Floor ceiling will need to
be removed to review the soft floor areas to determine the required repairs- the cost estimate is based
on our assumptions for the repairs).
4. Install new sewer and water lines to the church from the city services.- $17,700
5. Replace Electrical service and panels. - $25,000 (defer some areas of rewiring until later phase).
6. Replace heating and air conditioning systems and ductwork.- $138,900
7. Paint areas of the church disturbed by renovations and West exterior stair treads and landings (nonslip paint for safety). - $20,000
Subtotal

$ 417,500

Contingency and Misc. expenses

$ 32,500

Design Fees

$ 50,000

Total Estimated Phase I Cost

$ 500,000

Michael also noted that getting members in and out of the church during bad weather and carrying caskets to
the sanctuary over the wet exterior stair is difficult. We estimated an additional $205,000 will be needed to add
a new elevator addition with new toilets plus additional design fees of $20,000 to total $225,000.

End of Memo
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Structural Condition Assessment

INTRODUCTION
This report is based on visual building reviews at readily accessible building areas of the First
Baptist Church and Parsonage buildings completed from late February through early May 2020
by Kenneth Smith of Kenneth Smith Architects, Inc., Sarah Ryan of Sarah Ryan Architect, LLC,
Mark McConnel, Architect, Jude Kostage, P.E. of Atlantic Engineering Services, and Allan Davis
of Mallen Construction. Michael Jefferson, Church Trustee, and Willie Anderson, Church
Deacon, assisted with the building reviews.
Paul Weaver of Historic Property Associates completed the historic research for the church and
parsonage and drafted the Church History section of this report.
The First Baptist Church, located at 91 St. Frances Street in the Lincolnville area of
St. Augustine, FL., was constructed in 1917 and the adjacent Parsonage was built in ca.1917 to
1924. The church replaced an earlier church structure, thought to have been built in 1893 or
1894, that was destroyed by fire in 1915. The two-story, Spanish Mission Style, church building
and adjacent two story, Colonial Revival Style, brick parsonage building, have served the
church congregation for over 100 years.
The church has a painted stucco exterior with buttresses, a hipped roof with composition roof
shingles, a copper dome topped bell tower, a smaller copper domed ventilation tower, and both
stepped and sloping gable parapets. Windows are double hung, wood windows with arched
head transoms over Second Floor windows. The sanctuary is located on the church Second
Floor and is accessed by exterior concrete stairs on the north and west sides of the building
plus an interior stair.
The church First Floor is used for a fellowship hall meeting area, offices, library, kitchen, and
toilet rooms. The church Second Floor contains the sanctuary with an altar, pulpit, choir area,
and baptistery.
The parsonage is a rectangular shaped, two story, brick masonry building with an open, north,
front porch, and a closed rear porch. Decorative, vertical, painted stucco bands adorn the north,
east, and west building corners. Windows are wood double hung windows with shallow arched
heads, arched brick lintels above the windows, and concrete sills. A former front, Second Floor,
covered porch has been enclosed with windows in screen openings and wood siding above
composition shingles. The building has a hipped roof with asbestos tile roofing, and metal
gutters and downspouts. There is a crawl space below the house.
The house First Floor originally had a living room (or parlor), entry parlor, dining room, kitchen,
bedroom, and a bathroom. The Second Floor had four bedrooms, a bathroom, and a front
covered screened porch. The house interior has been partially altered to serve as a Day Care
facility, but we believe, was never finished and used for a Day Care.
The church structure is in active use by the congregation, has been well maintained, and is
generally in good condition. The parsonage building has been partially converted for a day care
use and is out of service until renovations and repairs are completed. This building is in fair
condition.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The First Baptist Church and Parsonage are unique, attractive, historic structures that have
served the church congregation well for over 100 years and contribute to the Lincolnville Historic
District. Much of the original building fabric remains on both buildings.
Both buildings have been reroofed over the years. The church originally had metal shingle
roofing and the parsonage had composition roofing.
The front, north, church entry stair and metal stair railings were modified between 1980 and
1985. The entry stair section below the intermediate landing originally was oriented in the
north-south direction and was altered to an east-west direction like the upper part of the stair.
These changes possibly resulted from widening of St. Francis Street. Other church exterior
changes include new south First Floor windows and the front First Floor entry door has been
replaced by a modern paneled metal door.
The church interior has been modified with new kitchen cabinets and equipment, toilet rooms
have been renovated, and the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and ductwork
have been added or replaced. The First Floor east and west partitions at offices and other
spaces adjacent to the fellowship area have modern doors, wood trim and glass view panels.
These partitions were added or replaced earlier partitions. The Second Floor sanctuary has
modern carpeting in aisles, modern pendant lights, ceiling fans, and choir seating. Also, a
modern chair lift has been added at the interior stair.
The main First Floor area elevation is 6.4 feet N.A.V.D. and is below the city flood elevation
level of 7.0 feet N.A.V.D. for the church area and flood protection is needed to protect the
church First Floor area.
Jude Kostage, our structural engineering consultant, was unable to gain access into the church
attic and the bell tower roof framing. He will require the church sanctuary central ceiling
ventilator grill to be removed, scaffolding be installed for access, and a ceiling opening provided
at the bell tower to gain access to review building roof framing and attic conditions in these
spaces.
The parsonage exterior appears to be generally original except for a front Second Floor porch
area and a rear porch area that have both been closed-in. Other changes are new front porch
metal railings and wood guard rails and a new wood rear entry ramp.
Original interior heart pine wood flooring, a decorative fireplace, and areas of plaster wall and
ceiling finishes remain in the parsonage but most areas of the wall and ceiling finishes and tile
or other floor finishes at the kitchen and baths have been removed or covered.
The 103+ year old buildings are attractive and unique buildings that were well constructed and
have been generally well maintained, but need repairs, maintenance, and flood protection. Also,
reasonable accessible access should be provided at both buildings for the church congregation
and visitors.
City officials requested that our recommendations be split into primary and secondary
recommendations. Secondary recommendations are noted in the following recommendations;
all other recommendations are primary recommendations.
We recommend that all building restoration and renovation work comply with the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Historic Restoration and Renovations.
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Recommend repairs and renovations are as follows:
Church Exterior:
1. Reroof the church with new dimensional fiberglass shingle roofing and new copper
flashings (Photos 3 & 4). Install and/or repair a roof cricket behind the front bell tower.
Replace existing gutters and downspouts (Photos 16 & 17) with new half-round copper
gutters and round copper downspouts. Terminate downspouts above splash blocks. Inspect
the west roof scupper and conductor head (Photo 23) and repair both to good condition.
Inspect the brick chimney (Photo 15) and repair the chimney and chimney flashings to good
condition. Install mortar in open or deteriorated chimney mortar joints. Install a copper cap on
the chimney, if the chimney is out of service. Inspect metal roofing and flashings at towers
(Photo 14) and repair these areas as needed. Install new waterproofing inside the towers to
protect the church below. Repair or replace vertical sheet metal flashing under the south-east
upper roof eave. Clean coping stone caps and install silicone sealants at coping joints. Repair
and paint towers, roof fascia, soffits, and louvers. Remove vegetation from roof and eave
areas (Photo 18). Reinforce the bell tower structure and reinstall the church bell in the bell
tower
2. Clean exterior stucco movement cracks (Photo 19) and fill cracks with paintable sealants.
Structurally repair cracks above the south door opening as per structural comments. Clean
exterior stucco and apply a new paint finish on the stucco. Seal joints and openings around
doors, windows, and other exterior wall penetrations with new sealants. Inspect buttress
stone caps (Photo 7) and reset any loose caps. Replace missing stone caps and clean and
seal joints around the caps.
3. Clean and restore double hung wood windows (Photos 20 & 21), transoms, and exterior
doors and frames. Epoxy repair wood components to match existing undamaged areas.
Remove and replace components that cannot be repaired to match existing units. Have
exterior window glazing putty removed and disposed by a qualified abatement contractor.
Install new putty glazing at windows. Reinstall existing colored glass in restored windows and
replace mismatched colored and clear glass to match the existing historic glass. Install new
cotton window sash cords. Paint windows. Remove and replace five deteriorated,
non-historic, south 1st floor windows (Photo 6). New replacement windows shall be painted,
double hung or fixed wood windows similar to original windows. Scrape and sand doors and
frames and paint doors and frames. Windows should be restored as per NPS (National Park
Service) Preservation Brief 9.
4. Clean and re-anchor loose metal railings at north and west church entry stairs. Grind rust off
of railings and paint railings. Seal open joints and cracks in stairs, and repaint stairs with
non-slip aggregates at the west stair treads and landings. Clean tile treads, risers, and
landings at the north stair, reset any loose tiles and replace any missing tile grout areas.
5. Replace the metal rear stair railings (Photo 6) with new painted, galvanized metal railings to
conform to the current building code requirements.
6. The church sanctuary is located on the 2nd floor and is only accessible by exterior and
interior stairs. There is a modern chair lift mounted on the side of the single interior stair that
partially blocks the stair (Photo 29), and we believe when in use, blocks the stair. We
suggest an architectural study be completed to add an elevator, vertical chair lift, or
accessible entrance ramp at the building to provide accessible access to the 2nd floor
sanctuary and to carry caskets to and from the sanctuary. The new elevator addition
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could include new ADA accessible church toilet rooms. A new building addition should
comply with NPS Preservation Brief 14. The west entry stair (Photos 4 & 5) could be
partially demolished and rebuilt with a deeper 2nd floor landing to accommodate an elevator
or vertical chair lift south of the landing with an exterior access door and foyer connected to
the elevator and the existing 1st floor west foyer. An elevator will need a hospital size cab to
accommodate caskets. A covered accessible ramp could be constructed in this area and
would be less expensive but would require about 120 feet of ramp length plus landings. This
would be a long ramp with landings and ramps working back and forth. The existing interior
chair lift should be removed if a new elevator, lift, or access ramp is installed.
7. Remove the deteriorated wood ceiling below the sagging sanctuary floor area and the
baptismal pool and inspect and repair wood floor and ceiling framing. Repair concrete pool
leaks and reinstall ceiling areas with new ceiling material to match existing as needed.
8. Complete other recommended structural repairs (see the structural assessment).
9. The church First Floor level is about 8 inches below the area flood level and the church is
subject to flooding. We understand the church flooded in previous hurricane floodings,
thus, removable door dams should be provided for exterior 1st floor doors to be installed
when flooding is forecast for the area. Also, a waterproof coating should be applied on the
exterior stucco from the top of the footings to 12 inches above the First Floor level with
exterior wall paint over the waterproofing as part of the exterior painting work.
10. Provide scaffolding and remove and reinstall the wood ventilator grille at the center of the
sanctuary ceiling for use by our structural engineer to review the attic roof and ceiling
framing. Also, provide a new access opening in the bell tower ceiling for review of the bell
tower roof framing. Reinstall the ceiling ventilator. Add an access panel at the bell tower
opening, and remove all scaffolding.
11. Church members advised us that the church sewer and water lines need to be replaced
from the church to the city sewer and water service lines in the adjacent streets.
12. Wood Environmental completed a hazardous materials study for the church and parsonage
buildings. They discovered asbestos materials at 1st floor bottom tile flooring layer and
mastic, 1st floor drywall compound, exterior window glazing putty, black roof flashing, and at
the Transite siding on the ventilator tower. The drywall compound and siding can remain if
they are not disturbed but other asbestos materials will have to be removed and disposed by
a qualified removal contractor.
Wood also identified lead paint on the church exterior windows, and doors and frames, and
the 1st Floor wood ceiling. Paint in these areas will have to be encapsulated, or removed and
disposed as required by EPA guidelines.
13. Secondary Recommendation - Install a new period type light fixture in the north sanctuary
entry vestibule at the top of the north entry stairs.
14. Secondary Recommendation - Clean, repair, and paint the church marquee sign near the
St. Francis Street sidewalk (Photo 22). Replace the deteriorated wood roofing above the
sign.
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Church Interior:
15. The building electrical system is in working condition, however; our engineering consultants
recommend a new building electrical service, panels, and circuit breakers be installed to
replace the existing service and panels. Electrical wiring, switches, and outlets should be
inspected by an electrical engineer and be replaced as needed.
16. The building heating and conditioning equipment is outdated (Photo 30) and one of the two
HVAC units is out of service. We recommend that the existing units be removed and
replaced and the ductwork be replaced as required.
17. The 1st floor toilet rooms have been renovated but are not accessible by wheelchair users.
The floor leading to the toilet rooms steps up 5 inches at toilet room doors and up 7 inches
to the exterior door sill that is 7 inches above the exterior walk. Toilet room door ramps or
floor elevation changes are needed, plus the exterior door still should be lowered to
eliminate the raised sill. Toilet rooms are also too small and do not comply with ADA
requirements. They should be enlarged and revised, as possible, to provide accessible ADA
toilets. The HVAC unit in the adjacent entry foyer needs to be relocated to permit toilet
rooms to be enlarged.
18. There is a 2 inch step-up from the kitchen floor level to the fellowship hall floor and a
3 inch step-up from the kitchen floor to the kitchen exterior door sill. ADA ramps or
steeper ramps, if required, should be installed at these level changes.
19. Repair cracks in the plaster finished wood beam above the north sanctuary entrance
area and repair the wood beam above. Repair deteriorated and cracked plaster wall and
ceiling finishes in the sanctuary (Photo 27) and choir robing room.
20. Repair leaks at the concrete baptismal pool recessed in the altar area floor (photo 35).
21. Repaint painted walls, ceilings and trim.
22. Install R-30 blow-in attic insulation, if there is no existing attic insulation.
23. If there is no kitchen range exhaust hood, and/or grease trap, then a new hood and/or
grease trap will be required to be installed by city requirements.
24. Secondary Recommendation - The sanctuary, choir, and adjacent spaces are in generally
good condition. Sanctuary lighting is provided by modern crystal chandeliers, ceiling fan
lights, and strip florescent lights mounted on the bottoms of the two exposed wood trusses
and on the flat altar ceiling above the altar area (Photos 8 & 9). Church lighting needs be
upgraded to provide better general lighting and accent lighting at the altar and choir areas.
Consider restoring and rehanging, some or all, of the historic church lights now stored in a
church garage.
Church restorations could be phased, if required due to budget constraints. Reroofing, structural
repairs, window restorations, sewer and water line replacements, new electrical service and
panels, new heat and air-conditioning equipment and systems, and ADA improvements should
considered priority items to be completed in initial restoration phase. Phased building
restorations will result in increased costs due to inflation and additional supervision and general
conditions costs, and other costs.
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Parsonage Exterior:
25. Remove and dispose of existing asbestos roof tiles and roof flashings by a qualified
abatement contractor and reroof the building with new dimensional fiberglass shingles and
new copper flashings. Replace composition shingles at the base of the 2nd floor front porch
(Photo 33) with new dimensional fiberglass shingles and new copper flashings. Replace
gutters and downspouts with new half-round copper gutters and round copper downspouts.
Terminate downspouts above new splash blocks. Scrape off loose paint, repair, and paint
wood fascia and roof soffits.
26. Clean and repair exterior brick walls and chimneys. Rebuild the southeast chimney
(Photo 37). Cap out of service chimneys with copper caps. Repair or replace bricks with
eroded faces (Photo 41). Remove mold growth from exterior brickwork and the brick wall in
the 2nd floor porch (Photo 40). Replace missing and loose mortar at bricks. Brick cleaning
and repairs shall be completed as per NPS Technical Briefs 1 & 2.
27. Clean, repair and repaint exterior stucco pilasters at building corners (Photos 42 & 43) and
at the low stucco wall area around the front porch. Fill cracks in the front porch stucco
finishes with sealant.
28. Scrape off loose paint from wood siding and trim at the front 2nd floor porch (Photo 43), at
the front porch ceiling, and wood columns. Repair deteriorated and missing woodwork at
these areas, seal joints, and repaint woodwork.
29. Paint front porch concrete floor and steps. Use non-slip aggregates in paint at treads.
Remove wood front porch guard rails. Grind rust from metal porch railings and paint railings.
30. Demolish the poorly built back entry by the kitchen (Photos 34 & 45) and extend the rear
ramp landing to the main rear building wall.
31. Repair the rear porch entry ramp to good condition (Photos 14 & 48). Consider installing a
new accessible entry ramp to the west front porch entry near the church.
32. Remove and replace wood double hung windows to generally match existing windows
(Photo 44), and replace the exterior front door to match the existing door. Restore the wood
entry door frame to good condition. Scrape and sand door frame, and paint door, door
frame, and windows. Clean and paint concrete window sills. Epoxy repair the cracked
concrete front porch window sill. Structurally repair the cracked front porch door lintel.
33. Install new sealants at joints and openings around doors, windows, and other exterior wall
penetrations.
34. Remove debris from the crawl space area.
35. Have the building inspected and treated by a termite control company to eliminate active
termites discovered at the building.
36. Investigate the Parsonage sewer and water lines to determine if they need to be replaced
from the Parsonage to the city sewer and water service lines in the adjacent streets. Also,
remove and replace the building waste and water piping systems and fixtures.
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37. Wood Environmental completed a hazardous materials study for the parsonage building
and discovered asbestos materials in the black roof flashing material. This flashing will have
to be removed and disposed by a qualified removal contractor.
They also identified lead paint at exterior components including doors and frames, windows,
porch columns, beams and ceiling, and at kitchen walls and window interior. Lead paint will
have to be encapsulated, removed and disposed as required by EPA requirements.
Parsonage Interiors:
38. Remove modern prefinished wood paneling (Photo 47), and acoustical tile ceilings
(Photo 51), and install new gypsum wallboard wall and ceiling finishes.
39. Renovate toilet rooms (Photo 54) with new tile flooring and wainscot, new plumbing lines,
fixtures, and accessories. Install toilet compartments at larger 1st floor toilets.
40. Sand, repair, and refinish original wood floors. Remove carpet from the stair and repair and
refinish the original wood heart pine stairs. Install new wall handrails at stairs.
41. Remove existing kitchen flooring and wainscot (Photo 48), and install a new refreshment
counter with a sink, laminate plastic countertop, microwave oven, and refrigerator. Install
new sheet vinyl flooring in this space.
42. Sand and repaint the interior wood doors, windows, paneling, and trim. Repair finishes at
the transparent finished fireplace and hearth to good condition and install a new transparent
polyurethane topcoat on the woodwork.
43. Replace the building electrical service, panels and wiring. Remove existing surface mounted
conduit and fluorescent ceiling lights and reinstall lights with concealed wiring above new
ceilings. Remove existing surface mounted electrical power outlets and conduit, and reinstall
new recessed power and telephone outlets at normal heights with wiring concealed behind
new wall finishes. Remove knob and tube wiring.
44. Repair deteriorated attic framing and roof sheathing.
45. Replace building HVAC units and ductwork.
46. Have the building inspected for mold and remove or treat any mold that is discovered.
The building is not in use and the recommended repairs are required to put the building back
into service. The interior second floor renovations can be considered as a secondary
recommendation, if required due to budget constraints for this building; however, we believe the
second floor is only usable for a storage area in the current condition.
End of Section
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY
The First Baptist Church 91 St. Francis Street is one of the most important buildings of the
Civil Right Era in St. Augustine. It was continually associated with the local civil rights
movement and specific events from 1954 until 1965. In particular, it was one of the
buildings most closely associated with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. during the civil rights
demonstrations of 1964. It is further significant for its architectural style, the quality of its
design and construction, and its excellent integrity. Among the many vernacular churches
of St. Augustine and the Lincolnville neighborhood, it appears to be the design of a skilled
builder or architect. The building has been recorded in the Florida Master Site File as
SJ1879 and is considered individually eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places.

First Baptist Church has its roots in the early history of the Lincolnville neighborhood.
Miss Hannah Jordan is credited as an early organizer of the congregation with the
church being formally organized in 1872. Early services under the pastorate of
Reverend C.L. Felder were held in a school building on Charlotte Street near the
Gonzalez-Alvarez House in the colonial city of St. Augustine. The congregation later
worshipped at a building on Washington Street and at a Presbyterian School on
Central Avenue, know named ML King Avenue.
In the early 1890s, the congregation sought a permanent building for the church. It
purchased two lots from Jane Graham, a church member, at the present location on
St. Francis Street. Under the leadership of Reverend Scott and T.A. Glymp a building
fund was begun in 1893 which led to the construction of the original First Baptist
Church, a wood frame structure. Fire destroyed the original building on June 15,
1915. Reverend Green, the pastor at the time, and the congregation immediately
began a building drive. The cornerstone for the current church was laid in May, 1916,
and construction was completed in 1917. The handsome brick parsonage adjacent
the church on the east was completed between 1917 and 1924.

Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, 1910 Showing original First Baptist Church/Fellowship
Hall
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In the mid-20th century the church became associated with the local civil rights
movement. The civil rights movement began in St. Augustine following the 1954
Brown vs. Board of Education decision. Reverend Thomas Wright of St. Mary’s
Baptist Church, who created a local branch of the NAACP in 1957, along with
Reverend John H. McKissick of First Baptist Church were among the early leaders of
the movement. Reverend McKissick would become a key leader in the civil rights
movement when the local movement went national in the years 1963-1964.
First Baptist Church has been called the cradle of the Civil Rights Movement in St.
Augustine. It was the site of rallies led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.his chief deputy,
the Reverend Hosea Williams and other Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC) leaders. The St. Augustine NAACP Youth Council led by President Gerald
Eubank and advisor Dr. Robert Hayling was founded in the basement of the church.
On May 26, 1964 nearly 400 people attended a rally at First Baptist Church to hear
Dr. King speak. Reverend Hosea Williams followed and gave instructions about the
need to be non-violent and to pay attention to his order during the course of the
march. Williams then called for volunteers to join him in a march to the plaza in
downtown St. Augustine. Much like the call to faith in Baptist churches every Sunday,
volunteers came forward. Led by Williams and the Revered C.T. Vivian, another
prominent civil rights leader, about four hundred volunteers gathered outside the
church. The marchers arrived at the plaza clapping and singing “We Shall Overcome.”
To the surprise of many no segregationists had gathered to oppose them. After
praying and singing hymns, the marchers returned to First Baptist Church.

First Baptist Church and Parsonage, May, 1964 during Civil Rights demonstrations
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Reverend Williams led a second march the following night. This time marchers were
confronted by white teenagers who shouted epithets and threw objects. Subsequent
marches became increasingly violent as segregationists attacked marchers and
members of the press. Following the passage in June of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the SCLC established tutorial and recreational programs for local black teenagers.
Students from Yale University taught the classes which were held at First Baptist
Church and Florida Memorial College.
Beyond its history, First Baptist Church is an unusual example of the Spanish Mission
style of architecture. Most protestant churches including African American churches
in the American South were simple vernacular buildings generally with Gothic
influences. The Spanish Mission style was found almost solely in states such as
Florida that have a Spanish colonial heritage. It originated in California during the
1890s and was frequently associated with religious buildings. Early high style
domestic examples were faithful copies of their colonial ancestors, but during the
early 20th century other influences were added to produce new prototypes.
In Florida, the Spanish Mission style was among the most popular styles during the
decade before the collapse of the Florida land boom in 1926. It was adapted for a
variety of building types ranging from grandiose tourist hotels to two room residences.
Identifying features of the style include a curvilinear parapet or dormer either on the
main or porch roof; ceramic tile roof surfacing; stuccoed facades; flat roof entrance
porches, commonly with arched openings supported by square columns; round
headed casement and double-hung sash windows; and ceramic tile decorations.
Given its roots in the ecclesiastical architecture of Mexico and the Old Southwest, it
was frequently associated with churches. The First Baptist Church contains many of
these features and is a high quality example of the style.

First Baptist Church with classic bell tower associated with Spanish Mission Style.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Summary
First Baptist Church is located at 91 St. Francis Street in the Lincolnville neighborhood
of the City of St. Augustine, Florida. Constructed in 1917, the building is a Mission
Style church. It is two stories in height and rests on a brick stem wall foundation. Its
structural system is multi-course brick. It has an irregular ground plan, a slightly
pitched hip roof surfaced with composition shingles and is finished on the exterior with
smooth white stucco. The roof is broken by two bell towers and a buff brick chimney.
The overall design and individual features provide an example of the Mission style.
The interior consists of a fellowship hall on the first floor and a sanctuary on the
second. A two story red brick Colonial Revival Style parsonage is located at 89 St.
Francis Street on the east side of the church. Both buildings are remarkably intact and
the overall integrity of the two buildings is excellent.
Setting
The First Baptist Church Building is located in Lots 1, 19, 20 of Block H of a
subdivision known as the Dumas Tract. In 1866 former black slaves began settling a
three block area of former Spanish Land Grants known as the Dumas Tract. The new
settlement was at first known as Africa but later renamed Lincolnville. It developed
near the marshes on the west side of Maria Sanchez Creek. In the 1870s, the new
settlers began buying lots and building houses along Central Avenue now Martin
Luther King Avenue and Benedict Street and the following decade along Oneida and
Bridge Streets. Because of the link with Spanish land grants, there is a feeling and
association with the colonial part of St. Augustine with narrow streets, small building
lots, few sidewalks, and building set-backs not far from the street. First Baptist Church
is set on three of the small lots of the Dumas Tract at the corner of St. Francis and St.
Benedict streets. Because of the consolidation of lots, this is one of the larger parcels
in Dumas Tract. The church occupies two of the lots and the parsonage a single lot.

First Baptist Church with its prominent location at St. Francis and St. Benedict streets
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St. Francis Street (North) Elevation
The main (north) elevation is defined by a tall, centrally placed bell tower,
approximately four stories in height. The lower portion of the tower contains an
entrance facing St. Francis Street which provides access to the first floor interior
where educational and meeting rooms and the library are located. The main entrance
is housed in the second floor level of the tower. It is accessed by concrete stairs with
cast iron railings and a modern handrail leading to an arcaded opening. The stairs
were altered between 1980 and 1985, being straightened from a ninety degree angle
to a straight run. The third floor level of the tower features narrow, stepped aperture
openings reminiscent of the fortified missions of Mexico and the Old Southwest. The
fourth floor level features arched openings on all four elevations framed by large,
square corner piers. The eaves of the tower feature brackets at the corners with a
domed metal roof topped by a finial. A smaller ventilating tower of similar design to
the main tower is located at the center of the roof. Its dome is also sheathed in metal.
The massing of the ground plan and main body of the church is irregular. A bay
projects out of the north elevation and engages the central tower. The western portion
of the elevation is set back. The elevation is finished with smooth stucco painted
white. Windows are flat headed one-over-one sash on the first floor and one-over-one
sash with round headed transom at the second floor level. The second floor windows
have colored art glass. There are buttresses at the ends of the elevation and a third
where the projecting bay intersects the main building.

North Elevation. C. 1980 showing original entrance and roof with metal shingles
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North Elevation.1985 showing changes to entrance stairs

1917 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Showing partial construction
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1924 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Showing brick construction, metal roof

1930 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map updated to 1953
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St. Benedict Street (West) Elevation
The west elevation is three bays wide and has a second entrance into the sanctuary.
The entrance is accessed by stairs with north and south runs that lead to a central
landing. From the central landing a final run leads to the entrance at the second floor.
The stairs have a cast iron rail system. The entrance is formed by a projecting pavilion
with an arched opening leading to paired wooden panel doors. The doors open to the
west side of the sanctuary. Flanking the entrance are one-over-one wooden sash
windows with art glass and round headed transom. On the north and south sides of
the elevation are buttresses.

West Elevation. C. 1980 showing secondary entrance and roof with metal shingles
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Rear (South) Elevation
The south elevation is the most austere and contains service entrances to the church.
At the center is an unrelieved three story wall with a stepped, Mission style parapet.
The fenestration pattern is irregular with two round headed sash windows and several
other different sized wooden sash windows. There are two concrete stairs that lead to
the second floor. The roof on this elevation is broken by a chimney constructed of buff
brick.

South Elevation showing stepped parapet
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East Elevation
The east elevation has no entrances to the .building. At the first floor level it has four
buttresses and repeats the one-over-one sash windows found on the main (north)
elevation. The second floor level has five one-over-one sash windows with art glass
and round headed transom.

East Elevation, showing buttresses, round headed windows
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Interior
The interior of First Baptist Church contains two main spaces. The first floor contains
a fellowship hall with meeting room, library, bathrooms, kitchens and service areas.
The second floor contains the sanctuary with altar, pulpit, and baptistery, The
sanctuary features an open ceiling with two massive trusses with decorative detailing.
Floors are heart pine. Pews appear to be original. The interior retains a high level of
architectural integrity.

Pulpit, Altar Main Sanctuary

Main Sanctuary, showing trusswork, pews
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Main Sanctuary, showing trusswork

Art glass windows, east elevation
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ALTERATIONS
The major alteration has the straightening of the stair on the main (north) elevation
done between 1980 and 1985. However, this is an addition that has not substantially
impacted any of the original features of the building and could be easily removed in
the future. Also the original roof surfacing was metal, likely shingles. This is the
material indicated on the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps from 1917-1953. Metal was a
popular historic material and was common on many buildings after wood shingles
were banned on major buildings in the City of St. Augustine after the fire of 1914
destroyed much of downtown. Otherwise the building retains its exterior architectural
features and maintains its original appearance. There is also the possibility that the
exterior finish material was possibly a buff or sand brick. The chimney on the south
slope of the main roof is broken by a chimney of this material. This raises the
question of why such a material would be used just on the chimney and not on the
remainder of the building. There is an oral history tradition at the church that indicates
brick was the original finish material. The earliest photograph available to the
research team shows the stucco in place in 1964 so it is a longstanding feature.

Main stair, showing straight run, change from original 90 degree run after 1980
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Parsonage
The parsonage is a Colonial Revival Style residence constructed between 1917 and
1924. It rests on a continuous brick foundation with brick structural walls and red finish
brick in a common bond pattern. The roof is a hip type with open eaves and exposed
rafter ends. It is finished with c. 1950 asbestos cement shingles and broken by three
brick chimneys. Colonial Revival features include the overall symmetry of the building
and details such as Doric columns on the porch and crown pediments over door and
window openings.
Main (north) elevation
The main (north) elevation faces St. Francis Street. It features a three bay wide
entrance porch at the first floor and an enclosed one-bay wide sleeping porch at the
second floor. The lower porch is supported by masonry, likely brick, walls with coping
and pedestals flanking the entrance. The main porch roof is a hip type supported by
two Doric columns and square columns at the corners. The sleeping porch has a
finish of wooden, butt shingles and features three one-over-one light windows and a
hip roof. The north elevation has three windows and an off-set entrance. Both the
door and windows feature decorative crown pediments. The main roof is a hip type
with open eaves. It is surfaced with diamond shaped, asbestos cement shingles and
is broken by three brick chimneys with brick corbelling and concrete caps. The
corners of the elevation have full height concrete pilasters with geometric patterned
capitals.

North Elevation. C. 1980 showing original entrance
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Secondary Elevations
The east and west elevations feature 1/1 light windows in an irregular pattern on the
first floor and 3/1 light sash windows on the second. The rear elevation is the most
austere. The window type and fenestration pattern is repeated. A one-story wing is on
the rear and is partially built of wood. A modern handicap access ramp has been built
and connects to the wing.

East Elevation

South Elevation, showing modern handicap ramp
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Parsonage Interior
The parsonage contains a traditional early twentieth century interior layout. The first
floor contains public spaces including two parlors and a dining room and service
areas such as a kitchen at the rear. The upper area contains private spaces
composed of four bedrooms. Floors are heart pine and walls and ceiling are plaster.
The main parlor contains an original mantel.

Main Parlor, showing original mantel

Heart Pine Flooring, Second Floor Bedroom
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ALTERATIONS
The major alterations have been the addition of unpainted wood railing on the knee
walls of the main porch and a handicap ramp of the rear elevation. However, these
alterations have not substantially impacted any of the original features of the building
and could be easily removed in the future. The roof is surfaced with c. 1950 asbestos
cement shingles in a diamond pattern. The original material, according to Sanborn
Fire Insurance Maps, was composition shingles.

Unpainted wood railing on the knee walls of the main porch
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EXTERIOR DESCRIPTION - FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
General
The First Baptist Church, built is 1917, is a 2-story masonry vernacular structure. The
front church elevation (Photo 3) has a central front projecting bell tower with a smaller
ventilation cupola, similar to the bell tower, centered at the midpoint of the roof. Stepped
buttresses with concrete caps (Photo 4) are located at First Floor level on the front and
sides of the building. The church is constructed with brick covered with a painted,
smooth, exterior stucco finish. Stucco at the base of central bell tower and front wall east
of the bell tower has a dual tone color paint finish with a dark tan base below the Second
Floor window sill level. Remaining areas of the stucco have a lighter colored paint finish.
Roof
The church has an irregular shaped floor plan with a composition shingle hip roof. The
building originally had metal shingle roofing. The bell tower and ventilation cupola
(Photo 4) have segmental, metal dome roofs. West and south, central, main church
building projections have gable roof areas (Photos 5 & 6) that terminate at exterior
parapet walls. A brick chimney is located in the southeast area of the roof. The church
has damaged, and some missing, metal gutters and downspouts.
North (Front) Elevation
The front elevation facing St. Francis Street (Photos 3 & 4) is asymmetrical with
buttresses at each end of the elevation and a third buttress adjacent to a projecting bay
area on the west side of the bell tower. A wide exterior stair (Photo 30) provides access
to the Second Floor sanctuary main entrance at the east section of the front of the
church. The entry stair extends under an arched masonry opening below the upper area
of the bell tower to the sanctuary entry doors. The concrete entry stair has red quarry tile
treads and risers and painted metal handrails. The front church entry stair and stair
railings were modified after 1980. The lower stair run, that originally was oriented in the
north-south direction, was altered to an east-west orientation like the upper part of the
stair, from the intermediate stair landing to the bottom of the stair. We believe this
change may have resulted from widening of St. Francis Street.
A cornerstone building plaque is inset on the face of the building behind the first few
steps of the revised north stair. A two-story bay projection is located on the west side of
the bell tower. The First Floor fellowship hall entry door is located at grade level at the
base of the bell tower and has a fabric canopy above the entry door.
Second Floor windows are painted, wood double hung windows with half round transoms
(Photo 21). First floor windows are painted, wood double-hung windows without transoms.
The west bell tower wall has a slight inward taper from grade up to just above the
Second Floor level (Photo 3). The east wall has a similar taper from the Second Floor
level down to the east stair. Just above the Second Floor level, bell tower walls slope in
about 16 inches on each side and transition to straight vertical walls up to the tower bell
opening. The top of the bell tower is open on all four sides with square masonry corner
piers (Photo 4). Tower eaves have brackets at the corners and there is a segmental,
domed metal tower roof topped by a finial. Two, stepped, window openings are located
below the bell tower opening. The Church bell has been removed and is located in a
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display case at street level next to a marquee church services sign (Photo 22) and a
metal plaque describing the church historical significance. The smaller cupola above the
center of the roof has louvers on the north and south sides for attic ventilation. This
cupola also has a segmental, metal domed roof similar to the bell tower roof and, short,
horizontal siding walls.
West (Side) Elevation
The west elevation along St. Benedict Street (Photos 4 & 5) has exterior north and south
stairs leading to a third stair run to a Second Floor landing with a small, open, vestibule
leading to a church, west, sanctuary entrance. This elevation has two buttresses, one at
the north building corner, and one in the south wall section. Stairs are painted concrete
with painted metal handrails. The projected central sanctuary entry area has a peaked
parapet wall above an arched opening leading to an exterior vestibule with a pair of
painted, 5-panel wood sanctuary doors. Painted double hung wood windows with halfround fixed transoms above are located at the Second Floor level on each side of the
projected entry area. At the ground level, there is a painted, 5-panel wood door with two
glass lights, above wood panels below that leads to the First Floor rear foyer. A pad
mounted air conditioner compressor and wall mounted electrical meter and telephone
panel, both with overhead service feeds, are located to the south of the First Floor door.
Concrete sidewalks lead to each side of the stair and the First Floor door.
South (Rear) Elevation
The south elevation features a central two-story projection with a stepped parapet roof
above (Photo 4). Modern fixed and operable windows are located on the first level with
historic painted double hung wood windows at the second level. Second Floor windows
have half round transoms, except the window at the storage room to the right of the
center area does not have a transom. Two steep, narrow, painted concrete stairs with
painted metal pipe handrails and central support pipe columns below flank the central
projected area to provide Second Floor service access. The left concrete stair leads to
the choir robing room and has a metal awning overhang at the Second Floor landing
(Photo 23). A large roof scupper and downspout are located near the stair door. The
right stair leads up to a storage room door adjacent to the church choir area and does
not have a Second Floor landing at the top of the stair. A pad mounted air conditioner
compressor is located at grade on the right side with a chain link fence surrounding the
equipment. Surface mounted exposed electrical conduit, lights, plumbing lines, and
vents are located on this elevation. A palm tree is close to the foundation of the center
portion of the building.
East (Side) Elevation
The east elevation (Photo 7) faces the adjacent parsonage building. This elevation is
three bays wide with buttresses at building corners and between bays. There are five
painted double-hung wood windows with half-round fixed transoms at the second level
and four painted double hung wood windows without transoms at the First Floor,
including one window at the rear center projection. The front open steps leading up to
the sanctuary entry are located at the right side of this elevation. The concrete stair at
the left side of this elevation leads to the Second Floor storage room with a painted
paneled wood door, with a screen door, at the Second Floor. A concrete sidewalk on
the south leads to a painted, paneled, wood kitchen door with a screen door at the First
Floor.
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INTERIOR DESCRIPTION – FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
General
The First Floor contains a multipurpose meeting and dining fellowship hall. The pastor's
office, a classroom, meeting room, library, storage room, kitchen, and bathrooms are
located along the east, west, and south sides of the fellowship hall. The Second Floor
contains the sanctuary with altar, pulpit, baptistery, and choir area. A choir dressing
room and a storage room are located adjacent to the choir area.
First Floor
A main First Floor entry through the north bell tower opens into the fellowship hall
(Photos 10 & 11). The ceiling height at the First Floor area is low (7 feet-8 ½ inches) with
a painted, tongue and groove wood ceiling in the fellowship hall. Exposed air
conditioning duct-work is mounted on the underside of the ceiling around the edges of
the fellowship hall. Two large square columns with painted plaster finishes above
exposed brick wainscots (Photo 28) are located near the center of the fellowship hall.
North exterior walls have a 48 inch high exposed brick wainscot with a plaster finish
above. The exposed brick is pinkish in color and has a mortar like surface build up that
appears to result from water damage. Flooring is 12 x 12 inch composition tile with a
transparent finished wood parquet floor at the north entry area. Surface mounted
fluorescent lights are mounted on the ceiling. The ceiling at the south center area of the
fellowship hall drops to 6 feet 9 inches in height below the concrete baptistery pool
above. Painted concrete walls are located at the east and west sides of the area below
the baptistery area. Exterior fellowship hall and side room windows have textured
transparent green colored glass.
The pastor's office, classroom, and other rooms that flank the east and west sides of the
fellowship hall are divided from the fellowship hall by walls with painted wood trim and
fixed glass panels above painted wood panels and trim below (Photo 12). Doors to these
rooms are painted, paneled wood doors. The pastor's office has a wood parquet floor.
Side rooms have painted interior wood or gypsum board walls, except the east and west
exterior walls are painted plaster over brick. Walls in the southeast storage room are
painted tongue and groove wood siding. Side room ceilings have a 12 x 12 inch
acoustical tile finish that is mounted on wood furring strips. Surface mounted wire
molding provides power to surface mounted fluorescent ceiling lights in these rooms and
to the electrical wall outlets.
A stair leading to the sanctuary above and an air conditioner unit are located at the
southeast corner of the fellowship hall (Photo 30). The stair has a chair lift mounted
above the right side of the stair treads to provide disabled sanctuary access (Photo 36).
The stair is narrow and the chair lift takes almost one-half of the width of the stair.
The kitchen is located south of the fellowship hall (Photo 13) and includes cooking and
refrigeration equipment, a double compartment sink, pantry, shelving, and lower and
upper painted wood cabinets, a wood plank floor, and gypsum board or plaster ceiling.
The kitchen floor level steps down a few inches from the fellowship hall floor (Photo 13).
There are three deteriorated wood windows in the kitchen, and a east exterior door. The
exterior door threshold is raised above the kitchen floor by about 3 inches. Surface
mounted electrical outlets are located on kitchen walls about 5 feet above the floor.
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A foyer at the southwest corner of the fellowship hall leads to men and women's toilet
rooms and an exterior wood door. The hall has 12 x 12 inch composition tile flooring with
painted, tongue and groove, wood walls. The west wall is painted plaster. The hallway
ceiling is painted tongue and groove wood. Toilet rooms have modern toilet fixtures,
ceramic tile flooring, painted wood paneling and gypsum board walls and ceilings. There
is coat cabinet with accordion-type folding doors, and air conditioner equipment mounted
in the foyer. Electric panels are located in a wall cabinet at the left side of the exterior
door.
Second Floor
The Second Floor church sanctuary has a raised pulpit, baptistery, and choir area located
in the center of the south section of the sanctuary behind the church altar (Photo 8). The
sanctuary ceiling is vaulted with two exposed, painted, heavy timber wood trusses
spanning north-south over the church at each side of the altar area (Photo 9). There are
two central area aisles with wood pews between and on each side of the aisles and
additional perpendicular pews to the left and right of the altar. Pews are transparent
finished oak with seat cushions. A transparent finished wood altar is located in front of an
elevated pulpit area that is framed by painted metal handrails. The sanctuary seats about
225 people, and the current typical Sunday attendance is about 80 people.
Sanctuary walls are painted plaster above a vertical, painted tongue and groove wood
wainscot with painted wood cap trim (Photo10). Flooring is 3-¼ inch wide tongue and
groove, heart pine running in the east-west direction. Some floor planks are 3-½ inches
wide. Carpet with metal edge surrounds is located between the pews in church aisles.
The ceiling is a painted, skip dash textured plaster with an irregular finish. A +/- four foot
square painted wood vent with square grid pattern openings provides sanctuary
ventilation into the attic.
Behind the pulpit is a baptistery pool that is recessed in the floor, and is accessed by
hinged wood floor sections over the recessed concrete pool area (Photo 26). Chairs for
the pastor and church leaders are located behind the baptistery pool area. A stepped
choir area is located behind the pulpit area with fold-down choir seats. Several gold
painted decorative organ pipes are mounted in front of a decorative transparent finished
wood, south wall, organ cabinet (there is no physical organ in the cabinet). Located at the
sides of the choir area, are a storage room, and a dressing room, both with exterior doors
leading to exterior concrete stairs.
A stair at the south-east corner of the room leads to the fellowship hall below. There is a
decorative painted wood surround railing around the stair floor opening.
Painted wood windows with half round transoms above are inset into masonry wall
openings around the sanctuary (Photo 10). There are four, decorative, ceiling mounted
chandelier lights with glass reflectors, and five modern wood and brass ceiling fans with
lights and surface mounted wire molding wiring in the sanctuary. Historic sanctuary lights
that were replaced in the past are stored in a church garage. Two air conditioning units
serve the sanctuary from the fellowship area below (one unit is currently out of service).
Propane gas from an underground tank near the west steps is used for heating.
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EXTERIOR DESCRIPTION - PARSONAGE
The parsonage is a two-story, rectangular plan, Colonial Revival Style residence that was
built between 1917 and 1924 (Photo 31 & 32). Exterior walls are exposed structural brick
set in a common bond pattern supported on continuous brick foundations. The roof is hip
style with a ca. 1950’s cement asbestos tile shingles and exposed painted wood soffits
and rafter tails. The original roofing material is believed to be composition shingles. The
building has metal gutters and downspouts. Some downspouts, or sections of
downspouts, are missing (Photo 39).
Second Floor windows are 3 over 1 lite painted, wood double hung windows. First Floor
windows are 1 over 1 lite painted, wood double hung windows. Windows have shallow
arched wood heads and shallow brick arched lintels above and stucco sills. An enclosed
Second Floor porch is located at the center of the front, north wall, above the entry porch
below and has 1 over 1 lite painted, wood double hung windows (Photo 33).
The front elevation facing St. Francis Street has a one-story, three bay wide, front porch.
(Photo 32). The front porch foundation, central piers, and end corner columns are brick
masonry with a painted stucco finish. Painted concrete caps are located on top of the
masonry wall at the open porch and pier areas. Intermediate porch columns are Doric
style painted wood with painted wood railings between the columns. Painted concrete
steps lead from sidewalks to the center of the north and west sides of the porch with
painted metal handrails. The porch has a painted concrete floor that is slightly sloped to
drain. Decorative brick details with a few bricks projecting from the main areas are located
on the front and side porch columns and piers. The front door is offset from the center of
the porch and is covered with plywood (Photo 52). Painted vertical stucco pilasters accent
the end corners of the front elevation.
An enclosed Second Floor porch is centered on the front elevation above the First Floor
porch (Photo 32).
The east elevation has two brick chimneys. The chimney at the center of this elevation
projects slightly from the adjacent façade. The two-story east elevation steps down to a
one-story wing at the rear with vertical, painted pilaster accents at the south ends of the
one and two story sections and across the top of the one-story section of the building.
The rear elevation has a brick one-story extension on the southeast (Photos 34 & 35).
The west section of this area has painted plywood and wood trim and appears to be a
former rear porch area that was closed-in. There is an unpainted wood access ramp
with wood railings from the west sidewalk to a small wood porch at back of the building
(Photos 34 & 45). The back door off of the porch is a painted, paneled wood door. An
air conditioner compressor is mounted on a raised wood platform to the right of the ramp
(Photo 46). The left rear first floor window is covered with plywood.
The west elevation faces the Church (Photo 36). Painted vertical stucco pilasters are
located at each end of the west elevation with a broken downspout at the midpoint of the
south pilaster (Photo 42). A stair window is located on this elevation between the first
and second levels and one First Floor window to the left is covered with plywood. An
electric meter and panel, conduit, and overhead electrical service are surface mounted on
this brick exterior wall (Photo 42). A crawl space access opening is on this elevation and
small crawl space ventilator openings are located just above grade at the east and west
wall elevations.
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INTERIOR DESCRIPTION - PARSONAGE
The First Floor contains the entry or parlor, living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom,
and stair. Two toilet rooms are located off the entry (Photo 54), and a small single toilet
room is located under the stair. A narrow hallway from the entry leads to a switch back
stair and rear bedroom. The Kitchen is located at the rear of the residence with a utility
room and rear entry. Painted wood baseboards and wood window and door trim is
located throughout the residence. Active termite damage was noted in the house.
Except in a few rooms, the flooring is transparent finished heart pine. The kitchen has
12 x 12 inch composition tile flooring, and the bathroom under the stair has 2 x 2 inch
ceramic tile flooring with a 4 x 4 inch tile wainscot and smooth finished painted walls and
ceiling above. A metal window grill is mounted over the window in the small bathroom.
Entry walls are plaster with 12 x 12 inch acoustical tile ceiling and interior metal grills
attached over entry window openings (Photo 46). Living and dining room walls are
modern wood paneling with 12 x 12 inch acoustical ceiling tiles (Photos 47 & 51). There
is a corner brick fireplace in the living room with a transparent finished wood surround
and mantel. Above the mantel, is a mirror with small wood cabinets on each side of the
mirror (Photo 50).
Kitchen walls are painted plaster and drywall with an area of 4 x 4 inch ceramic tile and a
sprayed textured ceiling (Photo 48). The rear entry appears to be an earlier open porch
that was closed in and has wood paneled and exposed brick walls and an exposed
painted wood rafter ceiling. The rear bedroom has partial height wood panel walls with
painted plaster above. An air conditioner unit and a water heater are located in a utility
room off of the kitchen.
Lighting, in the residence, is fluorescent surface mounted utility lighting. Electrical power
outlets are surface mounted at 5 feet above the floors and have surface mounted wire
molding wiring. Old knob and tube electrical wiring remains in the attic. Also, there are
galvanized (black) steel plumbing pipes in the attic.
The switch-back stair to the Second Floor has carpet on the treads and risers, a wall
mounted wood handrail, and a double hung window at the stair landing (Photo 53). The
stair leads to a narrow central hallway that provides access to four bedrooms and one
shared bathroom. Bedrooms have different ceiling finishes including acoustical ceiling
tile, sprayed textured, and plasters ceilings. Some areas of the plaster ceilings are
damaged with the wood lath exposed (Photo 47). An air conditioner unit is located in a
Second Floor hall closet.
The front enclosed porch is accessed through a door in the front bedroom and steps
down to a liquid applied floor finish. There is mold growth on the exposed South brick
wall of the porch (Photo 40).
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REMAINING SIGNIFICANT AND CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES:
First Baptist Church
The Church’s significant character defining features include:
1. The prominent domed church bell tower with arched openings at the bell area, small
rectangle shaped stepped windows, ornamental brackets below the roof cornice, and
articulated domed metal roof with a ball cap and small cone pinnacle on the ball cap.
2. The secondary ventilator tower with an articulated domed metal roof like the bell tower roof,
except slightly smaller.
3. Tall rectangular shaped 2nd floor sanctuary window openings with double hung wood
windows and fixed half-circle head wood transoms.
4. The exterior arched openings at the 2nd Floor entry stairs to sanctuary entry vestibules.
5. The exposed brick wainscot areas at the north end of the fellowship hall area.
6. The sanctuary space with two painted, heavy timber exposed wood trusses at the ceiling, a
raised pulpit area with a baptistery pool recessed in the floor below hinged floor doors, and
stepped choir area behind the pulpit area. Behind the choir area is a transparent finished,
ornamental, wood organ cabinet with two groups of three painted ornamental organ pipes
mounted on the front of the cabinet. The sanctuary has heart pine wood flooring, tall double
hung wood windows with color tinted glass and glass half-circle transoms, and painted
plaster walls with painted vertical tongue and groove wood wainscot with wood cap molding.
Parsonage
The Parsonage’s significant character defining features include:
1. The two painted wood front porch columns with Doric capitals.
2. Painted vertical stucco edge bands at building corners.
3. Shallow arched head, painted, double hung, wood windows, with shallow brick arches above,
and painted concrete sills.
4. The enclosed 2nd Floor front porch area that possibly was an original screened sleeping
porch.
5 The brick living room fireplace with transparent finished oak surround, mantel, cabinets, and
recessed mirror, and ground aggregate hearth.
6. Painted interior four panel wood doors.
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ARCHITECTURAL NARRATIVE
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
General: All restoration and repair work shall be completed in accordance with the
Secretary Of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation and Renovations. All
masonry and stucco cleaning shall be completed in accordance with the National Park
Service (NPS) Technical Brief 1. All masonry repairs and repointing shall be completed
in accordance with NPS Technical Brief 2. All window and repairs and restorations shall
be completed in accordance with NPS Technical Brief 9.
Roofing, Gutters, and Chimneys: The composition shingle roofing appears to be
nearing the end of the useful roofing life and the Church should be reroofed in the next
few years. Bell tower and small cupola metal domes are rusting and should be
inspected, cleaned, and repaired as required (Photo 14). West and south parapet wall
caps are soiled and should be cleaned, inspected, have joints re-sealed, and be repaired
as needed (Photos 5 & 6). Vertical flat sheet metal flashings under the roof eaves behind
the south elevation parapet and should be inspected and repaired as required (Photo 15).
Ogee shaped metal gutters, and rectangle shaped metal downspouts and thru-wall
scuppers appear to be made from white painted aluminum. There are damaged and
missing sections of the gutters and downspouts (Photo 16). Gutters at the east-west
building corner appear to be loose and damaged. The soffit and eaves at this corner are
deteriorated due to the gutter leaks (Photo 17). Plant material is growing out of the
gutters and the scupper at the west and south sides of the building and should be
cleaned and removed (Photo 18). Downspouts discharge directly to the ground and
splash blocks should be installed below the downspouts to move water away from the
building walls and foundation. Gutters and downspouts should be replaced when the
building is reroofed.
The brick chimney and metal chimney flashings should be inspected, cleaned, repaired,
and repointed as required (Photo 15). We believe the chimney is out of service, and if
so, a copper cap closure should be installed on top of the chimney.
Exterior Walls and Trim: The exterior painted stucco is generally in good condition but
has areas of peeling paint and cracks (Photo 19). North elevation buttresses have dark
stains on the caps. Bell tower walls have peeling paint that needs to be scrapped off and
repainted. The Church flooded in Hurricane Matthew as the building first floor elevation
is approximately 8 inches below the required FEMA flood level. We recommend applying
liquid-applied water proofing to the building exterior masonry to a level 6 inches higher
than the required FEMA flood level and painting over the waterproofing. Flood level
height door dams should, also, be provided for First floor exterior doors, to be installed if
flooding is predicted for the area.
Roof eaves and soffits are rotted and deteriorating because of water damage from
broken gutters at east and west building corners (Photo 16). West elevation eaves
behind parapet walls are also deteriorated and have plant growth on the south side
(Photo 18). The building wood fascia has areas of loose and peeling paint and
deteriorations. Wood trim below the bell tower is peeling and should be repaired. Loose
paint should be scrapped off exterior eaves and soffits and deteriorated areas should be
repaired. Paint all wood fascia, eaves, and soffits. New sealants should be installed at
all openings around all doors, windows and other penetrations.
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There are cracks in the structure and stucco finish at the north, west, and south sides of
the building (Photo 19). Cracks, that were noted, are indicated on the enclosed
measured building drawings. Most exterior wall cracks are located above second floor
window heads and transfer to each side of the sill to a window below. There are also
cracks at each entry stair base from the riser to grade. Building cracks generally result
from building temperature change expansion and contractions in the building that was
constructed without movement control joints. We recommend the cracks be filled with
sealant when the building exterior is cleaned and painted. There are structural cracks
over the south kitchen door head that require structural repairs.
Windows: Double-hung wood windows are in varying degrees of deterioration. Second
floor double hung windows with half round transoms have peeling paint and some
sashes that are deteriorated and rotted (Photos 20 & 21). Windows should be examined
and deteriorations be epoxy repaired or cut-out and replaced to match existing window
components. Window sash cords should be inspected and replaced, if needed. Windows
should have loose paint scrapped and feather edged and be repainted (Photo 28).
Concrete window sills are soiled and should be cleaned. The three modern first floor
wood kitchen windows are deteriorated and should be replaced with new wood windows.
These windows are not original and do not fit the masonry openings. Double hung wood
windows on the first floor are in better condition than the second floor and should be
examined and repaired as needed. Also, we suggest the existing mis-matched window
glass be replaced to match the remaining historic green colored, textured glass in the
double hung wood windows on both floors. A few windows have replacement glass
panels with a different color green or clear glass (Photo 25). Window putty glazing
contains asbestos materials and should be removed and disposed by a qualified
contractor. Install new window glazing putty as part of the window restorations. Windows
shall be repaired as per NPS Technical Brief 9.
Exterior wood doors are generally in good condition where they are recessed some in
entries. First floor exterior doors at the southwest corner foyer and at the kitchen are
difficult to open and close and should be removed from their hinges, repaired and rehung
to operate more smoothly. The first floor southwest door and kitchen doors have
threshold height issues that are addressed in the accessibility section below.
Paint: Clean and paint the building after exterior repairs are completed.
Stairs and Building Entries: The main north entry stair at St Francis Street is generally
in good condition. Quarry tile treads and risers on this stair have paint stains that should
be removed (Photo 24). Rust spots on the stair metal handrails should to be sanded and
repainted. The stair handrail height is 42 inches and complies with current Florida
Building Code but the metal pickets in the railings are spaced approximately 7 inches
apart and do not comply with the current code. The second west entry stair, from St.
Benedict Street, is also in generally good condition; although, church members
explained that the stair is very slippery when wet, especially when carrying caskets up to
the Second Floor sanctuary for a funeral. The metal handrail at this stair is 36 inches
high with 7 inch spaces between pickets and does not comply with current building code
requirements. Two narrow concrete stairs that flank the sides of the south building
projection area have painted metal pipe handrails that do not comply with the current
building code (Photo 23). The southeast stair also does not have a landing at the top of
the stair required by the building code (Photo 6).
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The Florida Historic Building Code permits nonconforming conditions, if the building
official considers that equivalent protection has been provided, or that no hazard will be
created through continued non-compliance. The St. Augustine building official reviewed
existing stair conditions and generally accepted the existing historic stairs and railings;
however, we recommend the handrails at the two rear stairs be replaced with new
railings complying with the current building code. Also, the concrete finish at the west
stairs should be cleaned and repainted with a textured, non-slip finish on the treads and
landings and consider installing abrasive non- slip stair nosings on both exterior stairs.
HVAC AND PROPANE: Two air conditioner and heater units service the Sanctuary from
the fellowship hall area (Photo 30). One unit is currently out of service. The units are
past their useful life and should be replaced. Existing ductwork needs to be reviewed by
an engineer and can be reused or replaced based on their determinations. Propane gas
used for building heating and cooking is stored in an underground tank near the west
steps. We could not access the attic but anticipate that there is no insulation above the
Second floor sanctuary ceiling and recommend that R-30 blown fiberglass insulation be
installed in the attic above the Second Floor ceiling.
First Floor: The fellowship hall and side offices are in generally good condition.
Exposed interior brick at the fellowship hall north interior wall area wainscot and north
columns has a mortar like surface buildup on the brick that, we believe, resulted from
building flooding (Photo 28). There is no exhaust hood above the kitchen stove
cooktops. We believe that a range hood with direct vent to the exterior will be required
by the City and should be provided. We did not observe kitchen sink grease trap and
believe a grease trap will also be required by the City if there in not one there now.
Second Floor: The church interior hardwood flooring and carpet are generally in good
condition. Church altar and choir areas are in good condition; however, the wood pews
need repairs and refinishing. There is plaster damage on the north and east sanctuary
walls and at the choir robing room walls and ceiling that need repairs (Photo 27). Also,
there are structural plaster cracks above the west entry door that should be structurally
repaired. The wood railing around the first floor stair opening is too low and will need to
be either accepted at its current height by the Building Official or be replaced or
extended. The sunken concrete baptistery pool in the pulpit area is leaking and the leaks
should be sealed (Photo 26).
Plumbing Systems and Toilet Rooms: Church members reported that the building
water and sewer lines need to be replaced to the City service connection. Toilet room
fixtures and finishes are modern and are in good condition but the toilet rooms are too
small and are not accessible by wheelchair users with the existing 5 inch steps into the
rooms. See the accessibility section below.
Main Electrical Panel in the First Floor: The electrical service, panels and distribution
system need to be replaced. The electric panel is located in a wall cabinet at the left
side of the west first floor exterior door.
Lighting: Surface mounted wire molding provides power to the fluorescent ceiling lights
at the First Floor and to the wall electrical outlets. Second Floor pendant lights are
connected to boxes in the ceiling with concealed wiring. We could not access the attic
and could not verify if the attic electrical power wiring to the ceiling pendent lights is
original knob and tube or has been replaced with modern wiring. Ceiling fans are
connected to surface mounted wire molding. Sanctuary lighting should be upgraded to
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provide better general lighting, and additional altar and choir areas lighting. Some
historic church sanctuary light fixtures were removed in the past and are stored in a
church garage (photos 24a & 24b). We suggest consideration be given to restoring and
rehanging some or all of the historic light fixtures back in the sanctuary. Electrical wiring
needs to be inspected by an engineer or electrician and upgraded as required.
Hazardous Materials: A building hazardous material study, completed as part of this
report study, identified asbestos materials in the exterior window glazing putty, the
1st Floor bottom tile layer and mastic, and 1st Floor gypsum wallboard joint compound,
black roof flashings, and the roof ventilator tower siding, believed to be Transite siding.
The joint compound, tile flooring and mastic, and siding can remain, if not disturbed by
renovation work, but the roof flashing and window glazing putty will have to be removed
and disposed of by a qualified abatement contractor as part of the window restorations
and reroofing. Also, the study identified lead paint at exterior doors and frames, exterior
windows, the interior stair wall handrail, and at all 1st floor wood ceilings. These paint
areas will have to be removed and disposed of, or be encapsulated, as required by
current EPA lead paint requirements.
Accessibility: Churches are not required to comply with the Federal American’s With
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements; however, churches usually work to conform to the
requirements as possible and practicable to allow all congregation members and visitors
ready access. The Second Floor sanctuary is currently only accessible by exterior and
interior stairs. The interior stair is narrow and has a chair lift mounted on the wall at one
side of the stair that restricts normal use of the stair and, we assume, blocks the stair
when the chair lift is in use (Photo 36). We recommend a study be completed for
installation of a vertical chair lift, ramp, or elevator to determine the best way to provide
church members access to the sanctuary in the historic building. This additional study is
beyond scope of our current authorization.
The front, north, door into the First Floor area has a threshold that is +/- 1 ½ inches
above the entry sidewalk. The ADA only permits a ¼ inch vertical rise plus a ¼ beveled
rise for a total ½ inch rise or offset. Floor offsets greater than ½ inch require a ramp with
a 1 in 12 maximum slope. Thus, the door threshold or sill needs to be lowered, or the
concrete walk elevation needs to be raised, or a door ramp needs to be installed at the
door to conform with code requirements.
The other two exterior entry doors have similar issues. The west foyer door has a 7 inch
high threshold above the floor and walk elevations at each side of the door. This door
may have been raised by the church to help prevent flooding. Consideration should be
given to raising the exterior walk elevation at the door by 2 to 3 inches, and lowering the
threshold to ½ inch above the walk, and installing an interior ramp from the threshold to
the foyer floor level. The threshold at the east kitchen door is 3 inches above the kitchen
floor and needs an interior ramp from the threshold to the kitchen floor level.
The fellowship hall to kitchen door has a 2-inch step down from the fellowship hall floor
level to the kitchen floor level. An interior ramp is also needed for this floor level offset.
Finally, First Floor toilet rooms have 5-inch step-ups from the rear entry foyer to the toilet
room floors. Options to resolve this issue are to lower the floor level in the toilet rooms
and/or raise the foyer floor level to the toilet floor levels and ramp the foyer floor to meet
the fellowship hall floor level. Other options would be to install interior ramps from the
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foyer to the toilet room floor levels or a combination of these options, or construct new
toilet rooms as part of an elevator addition.
Flood Elevation: The main section of the church First Floor is at elevation 6.4 N.A.V.D.
and is below the 7.0 N.A.V.D. flood elevation for the location. We suggest removable
door dams be provided for First Floor exterior doors to be installed if flooding is forecast.
Also, we recommend that First Floor exterior walls be waterproofed with liquid applied
waterproofing from the top of the footings to 12 inches above the 7.0 foot flood elevation
Site and Sidewalks: Sidewalks surround the church on the north, east and west sides.
The southwest sidewalk leading to the second west floor stair is elevated 4" above grade
and should be re-graded and connected to the perpendicular sidewalk. Near the city
sidewalk on the north side of the church, there is a marquee case with a bulletin board
behind a glass panel for church service information. The case has a concrete base with
wood posts on each side of the glass panel. There is a small gable roof with painted
wood shakes over the case that is deteriorated and needs to be repaired or replaced.
To the right of the marquee sign is the original church bell in a glass and metal display
case with a small gable roof.
The church bell tower needs to be inspected by an engineer and the bell tower structure
reinforced as needed to re-install the church bell in the tower (Photo 37).
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH PARSONAGE
Roofing, Gutters, and Chimneys: The existing asbestos tile roofing appears to be
nearing the end of the useful life and the parsonage should be reroofed in the next few
years. The existing tile roofing and black metal flashing have asbestos materials and will
have to be removed and disposed of by a qualified abatement contractor.
Ogee shaped metal gutters and rectangle shaped metal downspouts appear to be made
from white painted aluminum. There are damaged and missing sections of the gutters
and downspouts. The gutter at the first floor south building eave is falling off of the
fascia (Photo 38). There are missing downspouts at the southwest and northeast sides
of the building (Photo 39). Existing downspouts discharge directly to the ground and
splash blocks should be installed below the downspouts to move water away from the
building walls and foundations. Gutters and downspouts should be replaced when the
building is reroofed.
There are three brick chimneys. The southeast chimney projection above the roof is
structurally unstable and should be rebuilt (Photo 37). Brick chimneys and metal
chimney flashings should be inspected, cleaned, repaired, and repointed as required.
We believe the chimneys are out of service, and if so, copper cap closures should be
installed on top of the chimneys.
The east chimney in the living room has a corner brick fireplace with a concrete hearth
(Photo 50). This chimney and hearth should be inspected and cleaned.
Exterior Walls and Trim: Exterior walls are exposed structural brick that is generally in
good condition but needs to be cleaned, repaired and repointed to return the brickwork to
good condition. There are approximately 50 to 100 exterior bricks with eroded faces that
should be replaced with matching salvaged brick (Photo 41). Mold growth is located on
the south wall in the second floor porch and should be removed. Bricks in this space also
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need to repaired and repointed (Photo 40). All brickwork should be cleaned and repaired
using the gentlest means necessary as per the N PS Technical Bulletins #1 & 6.
The southwest stucco pilaster has water damage from a broken downspout. The
northeast stucco pilaster has water damage where the gutter and downspout engage with
the pilaster. Stucco pilasters should be cleaned, repaired and repainted (Photos 36 & 43).
Wood roof fascia, eaves and soffits with exposed rafter tail overhangs are in generally
good condition; however, there are missing and deteriorated areas of the roof overhangs
that need to be rebuilt. Loose paint should be scraped off the remaining roof overhangs
and all areas be repainted. At the exterior of the second floor enclosed porch, there is
loose and peeling paint on the wood siding and wood trim that should be scraped
repaired and repainted (Photo 43).
We believe the rear back entry space was originally an open back porch area that has
been enclosed with plywood siding and is poorly constructed (Photo 34 & 45). This
space is partially supported on loose concrete blocks. We recommend that this room be
demolished and that the rear ramp landing be extended to the kitchen door area.
Exterior painted stucco on the front porch is generally in good condition, but has areas of
peeling paint and cracks at the base of the porch. The stucco should be cleaned, have
cracks filled with sealant, and be painted. Wood front porch columns have peeling and
loose paint and should to be scraped and painted. New sealants should be installed at
all openings around doors, windows and other wall penetrations.
Windows: Double-hung wood windows are generally in poor condition. Some windows
with missing top sash are covered with plywood on the east, south and west sides of the
building. Windows have peeling paint and many sash units are deteriorated and rotted.
We recommend the windows be replaced with new windows to generally match the
existing windows. Windows should be repaired as per NPS Technical Brief 9.
Window sills are painted concrete sills. One window sill on the front porch is cracked and
requires structural repairs..
Exterior wood doors are also not in good condition. The front door is covered with
plywood and has missing glazing in a door view panel opening. We recommend the
front door be replaced with a new wood door to match the configuration of the original
door and the existing door frame be repaired as needed.
Paint: Existing exterior windows, doors, frames, porch columns, porch ceiling, eaves,
soffits, and other exterior woodwork are painted with lead paint that will have to be
handled, removed, and disposed or encapsulated in accordance with EPA requirements.
After exterior repairs are completed, all exterior wood trim, soffits, eaves, siding, doors
and windows should be cleaned and painted.
Stairs and Building Entries: The main entry front porch at St. Francis Street is
generally in good condition. The stairs and porch flooring are painted concrete. Porch
concrete floors and steps should be cleaned, repaired and repainted. Rust areas on the
porch entry stair metal handrails should be ground off and be repainted. We recommend
the unpainted, non-historic, wood guardrails located above the concrete porch railing
caps be removed. The painted tongue and groove wood ceiling at the porch has
damaged and rotted areas and should have deteriorated and missing areas replaced as
needed to match the historic ceiling, and be repainted.
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The unpainted wood access ramp and handrails leading to the small rear wood porch
should be repaired to good condition by replacing deteriorated components and be
painted (Photo 34).
First Floor: The first floor ceilings generally have modern acoustical ceiling tiles or a
sprayed texture finish over original plaster ceilings (Photos 47 & 51). We suggest these
ceilings be removed and be replaced with new painted gypsum board ceilings. Modern
prefinished wood paneled walls in the living, dining and rear bedroom should be
removed and the historic plaster finishes behind the paneling be exposed. Original
plaster wall finishes are in poor condition, and are missing in much of the house, and we
suggest that they be replaced with painted gypsum board wall finishes, to reduce
restoration cost.
Most first floor rooms have transparent finished tongue and groove heart pine flooring.
The wood flooring should be repaired, sanded, and refinished. Bathrooms and the
kitchen have composition tile flooring that is loose and has missing areas of flooring.
Flooring in these spaces should be replaced with new tile or composition flooring.
Remaining kitchen equipment is out of service and should be removed.
The living room brick fireplace with decorative transparent finished wood mantel and
surround remains in good condition and should be cleaned, sanded, and a new topcoat
transparent finish applied.
Bath rooms are in poor condition and should be reconfigured and renovated with new
plumbing, plumbing fixtures, painted gypsum board walls, tile wainscots and tile floors,
and toilet accessories.
Modern window grilles in the entry, living room and other spaces should be removed.
Painted wood doors, door trim and baseboards throughout the Parsonage should be
scrapped, repaired and painted.
Second Floor: The wood stair to the second floor has carpet finished treads and risers.
The carpet is past its useful life and should be removed and the original transparent
finished stair treads and risers need to be repaired and refinished (Photo 53). The stair
handrail does not meet current building code requirements and should be replaced as
required by the building code. Second floor bedrooms have modern acoustical tile
ceilings or sprayed textured plaster or gypsum board ceilings that should be removed
and be replaced with modern painted gypsum board ceilings. Remaining existing plaster
walls and ceilings have water damage and exposed wood lath. We suggest the plaster
wall and ceiling finishes be replaced with new painted gypsum board finishes for
economy as this second floor area is a secondary use area. At the enclosed second
floor front porch, the interior wood wall finishes need to be sanded and refinished.
The porch flooring membrane at the original open wood roof area needs to be removed
and new composition tile flooring be installed.
Flooring at the Second Floor is also transparent finished tongue and groove wood
flooring and needs to be repaired, sanded and refinished. The bath room has loose vinyl
tile flooring and modern prefinished wood paneling on walls with some areas of laminate
plastic wainscot. The bath room should be renovated with new plumbing fixtures, painted
gypsum board walls, tile wainscots and tile floors, and toilet accessories.
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HVAC: Two modern A/C units service the parsonage. The units were installed in 2007.
The existing units and ductwork need to be reviewed by an engineer and can be reused
or replaced based on his determinations.
Plumbing Systems and Toilet Rooms: Water piping is in the attic is old black steel
piping. Church members noted that building water and sewer lines need to be replaced
to the city service connections. Toilet rooms fixtures and finishes are past their useful
life and need to be replaced and the bathrooms renovated. (Photo 54) The first floor
bathroom does not meet accessibility code requirements and should be reconfigured to
comply with ADA requirements.
Electrical and Lighting: Knob and tube wiring is active and remains in the attic and
crawl space. Surface mounted wire molding provides power to existing non-historic
fluorescent ceiling lights and to electrical wall power outlets. The electrical power outlets
are mounted at 5-ft above floors and have surface mounted wire molding power wiring.
The electrical system and light fixtures need to be inspected by an engineer and
upgraded or replaced as required. Emergency exit signs and lights should be installed
as required by the building code throughout the Parsonage. The exterior lighting by the
front and rear entry doors is exposed bulbs in lamp sockets and should be replaced with
period exterior rated fixtures.
Termite damage and Tenting: There was active termite damage noted in the
Parsonage and the structure needs to be evaluated by a termite company and tented or
treated as per their recommendations.
Hazardous Materials: A hazardous material study at the building completed as part of
this report identified asbestos materials in the asbestos tile roofing and black roof
flashing. These materials will have to be removed and disposed of by a qualified
abatement contractor as part of the reroofing. Also, the study identified lead paint at
window exteriors, front porch wood components including the entry door frame, and all
painted kitchen surfaces that will need loose areas to be removed, or be encapsulated
as required by current EPA lead paint requirements.
Building Use: We are not sure how the Parsonage building will be used and understand
the church would like to use the building for a Day-Care facility. This use will require a
fire protection sprinkler and a fire alarm systems, and a second exit stair from the
second floor to be installed in the building. Also, we understand the change in building
use to a Day Care facility is an occupancy change that will result in a Florida Building
Code requirement for an elevator or chair lift to the second floor. We believe the Florida
Building Commission would grant a waiver for the elevator requirement, but the waiver
will require a commission application and their review and approval. We suggest the
proposed building occupancy be reviewed with church officials prior to starting design of
building renovations and restorations. The proposed building use should also be
reviewed with the city Building Official and Fire Marshal to determine city and Florida
Building Code requirements for the proposed use. Our cost estimates for building
renovations do not include the costs of a fire alarm system, a sprinkler system, or an
elevator. The costs to add these components at the Parsonage building will add
$100,000 to $130,000 to the estimated building restorations costs plus additional design
fee costs.
End of Section
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COST ESTIMATES:
Cost estimates noted below are budget estimates as the scope of work is not well defined.
Estimates assume that a majority of the work items will be completed in one phase of
renovation work this year. Line item cost estimates below include the General Contractor’s
overhead and profit. Cost estimates are as follows:
Church
1. Reroof the building, remove asbestos roof flashings, repair cricket
behind bell tower, replace gutters and downspouts, repair conductor
head and scupper, clean and repair brick chimney and flashings,
install chimney cap, repair metal roofing, install waterproofing
at towers, replace roof eave flashing, clean and seal coping joints,
remove vegetation, and paint towers, fascia, soffits and louvers………….$

78,000

2. Clean, repair, and paint stucco, install sealants at openings, and
repair and seal stone caps……..………………………………………………$

29.900

3. Clean, restore, and paint windows and exterior doors and frames.
Replace west windows..………..………………………………………...….…$ 113,000
4. Clean, repair and paint exterior stairs and handrails, clean tile
treads and risers. Replace the handrails at the two rear stairs….………....$

20,000

5. Complete structural repairs at 2st floor framing, at sanctuary
entry, and as recommended by structural assessment…………………......$

37,900

6. Provide exterior door dams and waterproof exterior walls to flood level.…$

6,500

7. Install new sewer and water lines from the church to the city sewer
and water lines in the adjacent street...………………………………………..$ 17,700
8. Replace electrical service and panels and parts of wiring..……...………….$

29,500

9. Replace building HVAC systems...……………………………………………..$ 138,900
10. Renovate and enlarge toilet rooms into the foyer area, provide new
plumbing lines to toilet rooms and kitchen, and eliminate floor level
offsets...………………………………………………..…..................................$ 31,800
11. Repair plaster cracks at the 2nd floor area and at sanctuary entry....……....$ 12,900
12. Paint interior walls, ceilings, doors, trim and windows...…..………..….........$ 33,800
13. Install R-30 blow-in attic insulation.…………………….……………………....$

4,800

14. Install a new kitchen exhaust hood and grease trap.…..……….…………....$ 35,300
15. Allowance for paving the church parking lot.………….……………………….$ 89,000
16. Allowance to add an elevator, chair lift or ramp to the sanctuary area……..$ 205,000
Church Subtotal…..……………………………………………..……………………....$ 884,000
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Church Secondary Renovations
17. Provide and install a new sanctuary entry light and upgrade the
sanctuary lighting .………………………………………….……………………...$ 13,600
18. Repair and paint the marquee sign………………………………………………$

800

Church Secondary Recommendations Subtotal

$ 14,400

Church Total

$ 898,400

Contingency (5%)

$

Total Church Estimated Renovated Costs

$ 943,300

44,900

Parsonage
Note: The costs to complete the 2nd floor work for item nos. 7, 8, 9, 11, & 12
are included in alternate item number 15.
1. Reroof the building, remove asbestos roofing and flashings, replace
deteriorated roof sheathing, replace shingles at front 2nd floor porch,
replace gutters and downspouts, repair and paint roof fascia and
soffits....…….…………………………………………………..…………..…………$ 63,000
2. Clean, repair, and repoint brick walls, chimneys and flashings, rebuild
southeast chimney, install chimney caps, clean, repair and paint
exterior stucco pilasters and front porch and steps, clean and paint porch
railings, clean, repair, and paint wood siding at 2nd floor front porch...………...$ 37,700
3. Demolish the rear, back entry, room and extend the wood ramp to
the kitchen door area. Repair the wood ramp to good condition and
paint ramp and railings………..……………………………………………………...$ 9,300
4. Remove and replace windows with new similar double hung wood
windows, window sills, and exterior doors and frames, seal
openings around doors, windows and other wall penetrations......………………$ 55,300
5. Remove debris from crawl space..…………………………………………………..$ 2,900
6. Inspect and termite treat the building..….…………………………………………..$ 7,000
7. Remove modern wood paneling and acoustical tile ceilings, and install
new gypsum board wall and ceiling finishes.……….………………………………$ 4,900
8. Renovate and enlarge toilet rooms with new tile flooring and wainscots
new fixtures, and accessories. Replace plumbing lines to toilet rooms..………..$ 18,400
9. Sand, repair, and refinish wood floors and stair treads, remove carpet
from stair treads, and install new handrails at the stairs.………………………….$ 4,500
10. Remove kitchen flooring, wainscot, and cabinet, install new tile flooring,
5 ft. refreshment counter with a laminate plastic top and splashes, new sink,
new wall cabinet, microwave, refrigerator, and sheet vinyl flooring…………….$ 8,000
11. Sand and repaint interior wood doors, windows, and trim, topcoat
transparent finishes at fireplace, and repair hearth...…………………………….$ 23,400
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12. Replace electrical service, panels and wiring, remove and reinstall surface
mounted lights with new concealed wiring, remove and reinstall electrical
power outlets with new concealed wiring, and install telephone outlets.
Remove knob and tube wiring………………………………………………………..$ 14,700
13. Repair attic framing as per the structural assessment……………………………..$ 6,000
14. Replace the HVAC systems, ductwork, and grilles with two new
electrical heat pumps, ductwork, and grilles……………………………..………….$ 21,000
Parsonage Subtotal ….…………………………………………………………………$ 270,700
Contingency (5)...…………………………………………………………………………$

13,500

Total Parsonage Estimated Cost without Parsonage
Second Floor Renovations..…..........………………………………………………………$ 284,200
15. Complete alternate 2nd floor parsonage work for
item nos. 7, 8, 9, 11, & 12 above. …………………………………………………….$ 47,600
Total Parsonage Estimated Renovation Cost

$ 331,800

Design Fees
Church...………………………………………………....$ 85,000
Rectory………………………………………………….$ 31,500
TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS
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$1,391,600

Photograph 1 - Historic Photo Northwest

Photograph 2 - Historic Photo North
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Photograph 3 - North

Photograph 4 - Northwest
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Photograph 5 - West

Photograph 6 - South
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Photograph 7 - Southeast

Photograph 8 - Sanctuary
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Photograph 9 - Sanctuary

Photograph 10 - Sanctuary
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Photograph 11 - Fellowship Hall

Photograph 12 - Fellowship Hall
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Photograph 13 - Kitchen
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Photograph 14 - Bell Tower Rust

Photograph 16 - Damaged and missing gutters

Photograph 15 - Flat Sheet Metal Flashing

Photograph 17 - Deteriorated eaves & soffit
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Photograph 18 - Plant growth in gutters

Photograph 20 - Deteriorated window sills

Photograph 19 - Cracks in structure

Photograph 21 - Peeling and loose pain
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Photograph 24 - St Francis Street stairs
Photograph 22 - Marquee sign and grounded bell

Photograph 23 - Metal pipe handrails
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Photograph 24a - Historic lights

Photograph 24b - Historic lights

Photograph 26 - Sunken baptistry (leaking)

Photograph 27 - Plaster damage
Photograph 25 - Mis-matched glass
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Photo 28 - Interior Brick @ Fellowship Hall
Photograph 29 - Chair lift

Photograph 30 - Interior A/C Units
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Photograph 31 - Historic Photo Parsonage Northwest
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Photograph 32 - Parsonage North

Photograph 33 - Northeast
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Photograph 34 - South

Photograph 35 - Southeast
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Photograph 37 - Structurally unsound chimney
Photograph 36 - West

Photograph 38 - Loose gutter at fascia
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Photograph 39 - Missing downspout

Photograph 40 - Mold growth on bricks

Photograph 41 - Bricks with eroded faces
Photograph 42 - Soiled stucco pilasters
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Photograph 44 - Peeling and loose paint
Photograph 43 - Peeling and loose paint

Photograph 45 - Wood access ramp
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Photograph 46 - Entry

Photograph 47- Living Rm

Photograph 48 - Kitchen

Photograph 49 - 2nd Floor
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Photograph 50 - Liv. Rm Fireplace

Photograph 51 - Acoustical clg tiles

Photograph 52 - Front door
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Photograph 53 - Stair

Photograph 54 - First Floor Bathroom
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Mr. Kenneth R. Smith, FAIA
Kenneth Smith Architects, Inc.
110 Cypress Landing
Saint Johns, FL 32259-3818
Re:

Structural Condition Assessment
Lincolnville First Baptist Church
St. Augustine, Florida

AES Project: #320-072

Dear Ken:
This report presents the findings and recommendations of Atlantic Engineering Services of Jacksonville (AES)
regarding the structural condition assessment of the Lincolnville First Baptist Church located in St. Augustine,
Florida. Our assessment consisted of a site visit on March 4, 2020 to visually observe the structural condition of
the Lincolnville First Baptist Church and Parsonage. Present at the site were Mr. Michael Jefferson, trustee, and
Mr. Willie Anderson with the First Baptist Church; Mr. Kenneth R. Smith, FAIA with Kenneth Smith Architects,
Inc.; Ms. Sarah Ryan, Sarah Ryan, Architect, LLC, and Mr. Jude T. Kostage, P.E. with AES.
BACKGROUND
The Church complex consists of two (2) structures; the Church and the Parsonage.
Church - The Lincolnville First Baptist Church was constructed in 1915, and is a two-story structure with masonry
walls supporting a wood framed floor and a wood framed roof. The lower level has a slab on grade floor and is
level with the exterior grade. The second level is the main Sanctuary with 2x10 floor joists at 16-inches on center,
supported on the exterior walls and interior beams and columns. The roof consists of wood roof trusses with
steel tie rods spanning the length of the Sanctuary, supporting 2x wood ceiling joists and rafters. The alter consists
of a raised wood framed alter area floor with a large concrete Baptismal Pool. The Baptismal Pool has a wood
cover over the pool when it is not in use. The front entrance (north face) and the side entrance (west face) consist
of concrete stairs leading to a concrete landing. There is a bell tower with masonry walls and a wood framed
roof and wood framed ceiling. The bell is no longer in the tower.
Parsonage - The Parsonage consists of a two-story structure with a crawl space. The floors and roof are wood
framed with brick perimeter walls and interior wood stud bearing walls. The first-floor framing is supported on a
perimeter brick stem wall and on interior brick piers. The front porch consists of a raised concrete slab with
concrete stairs and a wood framed roof.
OBSERVATIONS
Church:
1.

The masonry walls and interior brick columns are constructed with a soft yellow brick that is
subject to deterioration. On the interior of the first level, the brick walls were exposed and the
deteriorated brick was visible. The exterior of the Church was covered with direct applied
stucco. Based on our conversations with members of the Church, the Church façade was
originally exposed brick and was covered with stucco due to the deteriorating brick. (See
Photograph #1)
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2.

The exterior walls have several cracks in the walls. Most of the cracks are non-structural, except
at the side door to the lower level on the south face. (See Photographs #2 and #3)

3.

The top of the chimney at the southeast corner of the building is in poor condition. There are
several loose bricks, and the mortar is in poor condition. (See Photograph #4)

4.

The exterior concrete stairs are in good condition with the exception of the steel columns at
the rear stairs that are corroded. There are also a few minor cracks in the stucco at the north
and west stairs. (See Photographs #5, #6, #7 and #8)

5.

The bell tower has had a significant renovation. The plaster ceiling leading to the roof framing
is completely covering access to the domed roof framing at the top of the tower, and covering
the columns supporting the roof. The bell has been removed and is in a display case on the
ground in front of the Church. (See Photograph #9)

6.

Tie-downs have been added to reinforce the anchorage of the roof structure to the bell tower.
(See Photograph #10)

7.

At the southwest corner of the flat roof of the bell tower, the sill plate supporting the roof
framing is deteriorated. (See Photograph #11)

8.

In the bell tower, the ends of the roof rafters of the main Church roof are visible. There is some
termite damage to these rafters. Unfortunately, access to the main roof attic cannot be
attained without the installation of a scaffold tower inside the Church and the removal of a
wood grate covering the opening into the attic. (See Photograph #12)

9.

At the west porch, there is visible water damage to the wood ceiling. There was no access to
review the roof framing in this area. (See Photographs #13 and #14)

10. The Baptismal Pool is a concrete structured pool at the alter. The pool is leaking into the lower
level below. The wood ceiling below in the lower level adjacent to the pool has visible water
damaged. (Photograph #15 and #16)
11. There is a noticeable dip in the floor near the organ. There is a plaster ceiling below preventing
a review of the floor joists.
12. At the perimeter walls in the Sanctuary, there are visible signs of water infiltration. The
perimeter walls have visible damage to the plaster and the wood wainscoting. (See Photograph
#17)
13. In the dressing room, there is a significant roof leak that has damaged the wall and ceiling
finishes. (See Photograph #18)
14. At the west wall in the Sanctuary, there is a crack in the plaster wall that extends from the door
to the north window. (See Photograph #19)
15. There are two (2) main trusses running from the front of the building to each side of the alter.
The east truss has some visible termite damage; however, the damage appears to be limited to
the 1x finish board on the bottom of the truss. (See Photographs #20 and #21)
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16. Per our discussions with Church members, the building has recently flooded during the recent
hurricanes. Based on the flood maps, the flood elevation is at 7.0 FT, and the building is in an
AE flood zone. Based on the public information available, the approximate elevation of the first
floor is 6.0 FT.
Parsonage:
1.

The Parsonage has exposed brick walls. A small percentage of the brick is deteriorating. The
joints have been repointed with a cement base mortar. (See Photographs #22 and #23)

2.

The brick joints at the base of the wall of the front porch have severely deteriorated. (See
Photograph #24)

3.

The concrete window-sill at the window on the front porch has a large crack along the length
of the sill. (See Photograph #25)

4.

At the rear entry into the kitchen, there is a large stair-step crack in the brick lintel over the
door. The brick also has shifted laterally. (See Photograph #26)

5.

There is an addition on the rear of the Parsonage connecting to the kitchen. It is in poor
condition and is poorly constructed. The plywood siding is deteriorated and the addition is
partially supported on loose concrete block. (See Photographs #27 and #28)

6.

Our visual observations of the crawl space were limited. The crawl space was cluttered with
debris, plumbing and loose electrical wiring and was unsafe to enter. The floor was constructed
with 2x10 joists at 16-inches on center, supported on the brick walls at the exterior and sill
beams on brick piers at the center of the Parsonage. There was no significant deterioration
observed; however, the entire area could not be observed. There was an additional sill beam
supported on concrete block added at the southwest bedroom and under the stair. (See
Photographs #29 and #30)

7.

The roof on the Parsonage is in poor condition (See Photograph #31). There are numerous
leaks into the building:
a.
b.

c.

At the front porch, there is a significant leak that has damaged the ceiling and the
porch roof framing. (See Photograph #32)
On the second floor of the room over the front porch, there is significant water
infiltration damaging the plaster ceiling, walls and the ceiling joists. (See
Photograph #33)
There is water damage in the kitchen adjacent to the chimney.

8.

The Parsonage has three (3) chimneys and all of them are in poor condition. The chimney at
the kitchen at the southeast corner of the building is leaning and in danger of falling. The
northwest chimney has visible deteriorated bricks and mortar joints. (See Photographs #34
and #35)

9.

On the interior of the Parsonage, there was some minor termite damage to the wood flooring
on the second floor. (See Photograph #36)
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10. In the attic, there was some deterioration of the framing and roof decking due to the holes in
the roofing. At the front of the building, there is a visible hole in the roof deck. There is some
deteriorated framing around the northwest chimney, and one (1) valley beam had a notch cut
into the beam. Furthermore, there are no hurricane ties anchoring the roof rafters to the wall
framing. (See Photographs #37 and #38)
11. The floor elevation at the Parsonage is approximately two (2) feet off grade, placing the
approximate floor elevation at 8.0. Per our discussions with Church members, the Parsonage
has not flooded.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Church:
1.

Clean and maintain the exterior stucco on the building. Based on our observations of the
deterioration of the brick on the interior of the building, it is not feasible to remove the exterior
stucco to return the building to the original exposed brick façade. We anticipate the exterior
brick to be in poor condition and removing the stucco would damage the brick further. On the
interior, it is recommended the interior brick be sealed for the first three to four feet at a
minimum to mitigate the deterioration of the brick.

2.

It is recommended that most of the cracks be sealed with a paintable sealant. These cracks are
due to the thermal expansion and contraction of the building. The only cracks that require
structural repair are the two (2) cracks over the side door on the south face. These cracks are
to be stitched with carbon fiber plates to prevent the masonry over the door from loosening
further.

3.

Repair the top of the chimney with matching brick and repoint any deteriorated mortar joints.

4.

The corrosion on the columns at the southwest and southeast stairs appear to be surface
corrosion, and the structural integrity of the columns are still intact. Clean and paint the steel
columns to prevent continued deterioration of the columns. The cracks in the stucco of the
stair walls do not have an adverse impact on the structural integrity of the walls. Repair the
cracks in the stucco as noted in OBSERVATIONS: Church - Item #1.

5.

The Church members would like to restore the bell and re-install the bell in the tower. AES will
require further inspection of the bell tower roof framing to determine if additional repairs and
reinforcement is required to re-install the bell. Access to the roof will be required to review
the roof framing. A hole will need to be cut into the ceiling to provide this access. Furthermore,
inspection holes will need to be cut into the stucco covering the columns for further inspection.

6.

Replace the deteriorated portion of the sill plate supporting the flat roof framing at the
southwest corner of the bell tower.

7.

Further inspection of the main roof framing is required to determine if there is any
deterioration or termite damage. Scaffolding will need to be installed and the wood grating
will need to be removed for AES to gain access to the attic.
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8.

At the west porch ceiling, it is recommended that, when the damaged ceiling boards are
removed to repair the ceiling; the ceiling joists and roof framing be inspected to determine if
there is any deterioration and required repairs needed in this area.

9.

It is recommended that the damaged wood ceiling below the Baptismal Pool be removed to
inspect the framing adjacent to the pool. Repair the leaking Baptismal Pool to prevent further
damage to the wood structure below.

10. AES has analyzed the floor joists and have determined they are adequate to support the
superimposed dead load and the code required live load of 60 PSF for a fixed seating assembly
area. We recommend that a portion of the ceiling below the area of the floor with the dip be
removed to determine if there is any deterioration or termite damage causing the floor to sag.
11. The roof needs to be replaced to stop the water infiltration into the building. The water
infiltration will not have a significant impact on the brick walls, but it will cause the wood roof
and floor framing to deteriorate. Once the roof is replaced, then the interior finishes can be
repaired.
12. It is recommended, where the crack in the wall plaster extends into the brick; the brick be
exposed and re-pointed and the wall plaster repaired.
13. The exposed portion of the main roof trusses are in good condition. It is recommended the
portion of the unexposed trusses in the attic be reviewed to determine if the top of the trusses
are in good condition.
14. The first floor of the Church is subject to flooding. The estimated slab elevation at 6.0 FT is very
low. New construction is required to be at 9.0 FT in St. Augustine, Florida. It is recommended
that flood dams be installed at the first-floor doors and the walls be waterproofed up to a
minimum elevation of 9.0 FT. The slab elevation will need to be verified by a licensed surveyor.
Parsonage:
1.

Replace the deteriorated brick in the walls with salvaged matching brick. Re-point the areas of
deteriorated brick joints with mortar to match the color of the existing mortar.

2.

The cracked concrete window sill can be repaired by injecting the crack with epoxy and repainting the sill.
3.

The crack in the lintel over the kitchen door can be repaired by stitching and pinning the
crack with Helifix HeliBar® rods and ties (or equivalent) to stabilize the brick. HeliBars®
rods are set in the brick joints across the crack to strengthen the wall, and the tie anchors
the brick into the substrate supporting the brick veneer.

4.

The addition at the rear of the Parsonage adjacent to the kitchen is in poor condition and is
poorly constructed. It is recommended that this addition be removed.

5.

The crawl space needs to have the debris removed and new utilities need to be set at a
minimum of 1.0 FT above flood elevation.
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6.

The roof on the building is in very poor condition and is allowing a significant amount of water
into the building causing the structure to deteriorate. This roof needs to be removed and
replaced. Based on our observations of the roof tile, they appear to be an asbestos tile. Repair
the roof decking and deteriorated structural elements damaged by the water infiltration. The
roof deck nailing needs to be upgraded to a minimum of (2) 10d ring shank at each plank.

7.

The chimneys need significant repairs. The southeast chimney is leaning and unsafe. This
chimney will need to be re-constructed. The two (2) other chimneys will need to be repointed
with some brick replacement.

8.

There are visible signs of termites in the building. it is recommended that the building be
treated for termites.

9.

The roof structure requires the decking to be repaired where it has deteriorated; and damaged
rafters need to be reinforced or replaced including the notched valley beam. Furthermore, due
to the level of the renovation required for this building; hurricane tie downs will be required to
anchor the roof system to the bearing walls.

10. The floor elevation is at approximately 8.0 FT, which needs to be verified by a licensed surveyor.
This is above the FEMA flood elevation, but still below the City of St. Augustine’s standard of
9.0 FT.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the Church structure is in good condition. Some structural repairs are required and further
investigation of the roof and floor structure is required. Also, if reinstalling the bell in the bell tower is intended,
further investigation of the bell tower roof structure is required. It is likely the bell tower roof structure will
require reinforcing to support the bell. To prevent future flooding of the first level, it is recommended that flood
mitigation be provided to mitigate future water infiltration into this level.
The Parsonage structure is in fair condition. This structure requires repairs of the brick walls, front porch, roof
structure, and it is recommended that the small addition at the rear of the building be removed. This structure
is above the FEMA flood elevation of 7.0 FT, but does not appear to meet the City of St. Augustine’s minimum
floor elevation of 9.0 FT.
Please contact our office if there are any questions regarding this correspondence, or if you need any additional
information.
Very truly yours,
ATLANTIC ENGINEERING SERVICES OF JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION #791

Jude T. Kostage, P.E.
Senior Project Engineer
JTK/drg
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Photograph #1
Deteriorating Brick

Photograph #2
Crack in Stucco
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Photograph #3
Crack in Stucco

Photograph #4
Deteriorated Chimney
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Photograph #5
Front Stairs (North Face of Building)

Photograph #6
Stairs at West Entrance
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Photograph #7
Stairs at Southwest Entrance

Photograph #8
Stairs at Southeast Entrance
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Photograph #9
Top Level of Bell Tower

Photograph #10
Added Tie Downs Anchoring
Top Level of Bell Tower
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Photograph #11
Deteriorated Sill Plate at Flat Roof
At Bell Tower

Photograph #12
Termite Damage to End of Roof Rafter
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Photograph #13
Water Damage at West Porch Ceiling

Photograph #14
Water Damage at West Porch Ceiling
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Photograph #15
Baptismal Pool

Photograph #16
Water Damaged Ceiling Below Baptismal Pool
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Photograph #17
Water Damage to Wall Finishes

Photograph #18
Water Damage to Wall and Ceiling Finishes
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Photograph #19
Crack in Plaster at West Wall

Photograph #20
Main Roof Truss
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Photograph #21
Main Roof Truss with
Minor Termite Damage to Finish Boards

Photograph #22
Deteriorated Brick and Repointed Joints at Parsonage
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Photograph #23
Deteriorated Brick and Repointed Joints at Parsonage

Photograph #24
Deteriorated Brick Joints at Front Porch
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Photograph #25
Cracked Window-Sill at the Front Porch Window

Photograph #26
Cracked Brick at Door Lintel
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Photograph #27
Addition at Rear of Parsonage

Photograph #28
Loose Concrete Block Supporting Addition
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Photograph #29
Crawl Space

Photograph #30
Crawl Space
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Photograph #31
Damaged Roof Tiles at Front of Parsonage

Photograph #32
Deteriorated Ceiling and Stained Brick at Front Porch
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Photograph #33
Water Damage to Ceiling, Walls and Ceiling Joists

m
Photograph #34
Southeast Chimney
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Photograph #35
Northwest Chimney

Photograph #36
Minor Termite Damage to Floor Decking
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Photograph #37
Holes in Roof Deck

Photograph #38
Notched Valley Beam
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SURVEY DRAWINGS
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PLYWOOD ADDITION

CMU BLOCKS

6X6 SILL BEAM

NOTE 4

NOTE 5
NOTE 10

6X6 SILL BEAM

NOTE 15 AND 16

NOTE 10
NOTE 13

NOTE 11

NOTE 12

BRICK FOUNDATION PIER

6X6 SILL BEAM

2X6 CEILING JOISTS AT 16" OC

2X6 RAFTERS AT 24" OC

NOTE 10
NOTE 15
6X6 SILL BEAM

NOTE 10
AND 11

NOTE 1

NOTE 6
NOTE 15

2X10 AT 16" OC

6X6 SILL BEAM

2X10 AT 16" OC

NOTE 8

NOTE 10 AND 11

NOTE 6
NOTE 9

NOTE 2

NOTE 3

PARSONAGE FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

DETERIORATED BRICK. ESTIMATE LESS THAN 5%.
DETERIORATED MORTAR JOINTS.
CRACKED CONCRETE WINDOW SILL.
CRACKED AND DISPLACED BRICK AT BRICK LINTEL.
ADDED SILL BEAM ON CMU FOUNDATIONS.
VISIBLE WATER DAMAGE AND DETERIORATION OF CEILING JOISTS.
MINOR TERMITE DAMAGE TO FLOOR DECKING.
SIGNIFICANT WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING AND WALL FINISHES.
SEVERE WATER DAMAGE TO ADDITION OVER FRONT PORCH.
DAMAGED ROOF DECKING.
FRAMING DAMAGED AT CHIMNEY.
SOME MINOR TERMITE DAMAGED NOTED IN A FEW LOCATIONS.
NOTCHED VALLEY BEAM.
CRACKS IN STUCCO.
CHIMNEY BRICKS AND MORTAR DETERIORATING.
CHIMNEY LEANING.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
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NOTE 15 AND 16

ADDITION WITH
PLYWOOD SIDING

NOTE 14

NOTE 1

LOOSE CMU BLOCK
FOUNDATION

PARSONAGE FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:

WEST ELEVATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

SOUTH ELEVATION

DETERIORATED BRICK. ESTIMATE LESS THAN 5%.
DETERIORATED MORTAR JOINTS.
CRACKED CONCRETE WINDOW SILL.
CRACKED AND DISPLACED BRICK AT BRICK LINTEL.
ADDED SILL BEAM ON CMU FOUNDATIONS.
VISIBLE WATER DAMAGE AND DETERIORATION OF CEILING JOISTS.
MINOR TERMITE DAMAGE TO FLOOR DECKING.
SIGNIFICANT WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING AND WALL FINISHES.
SEVERE WATER DAMAGE TO ADDITION OVER FRONT PORCH.
DAMAGED ROOF DECKING.
FRAMING DAMAGED AT CHIMNEY.
SOME MINOR TERMITE DAMAGED NOTED IN A FEW LOCATIONS.
NOTCHED VALLEY BEAM.
CRACKS IN STUCCO.
CHIMNEY BRICKS AND MORTAR DETERIORATING.
CHIMNEY LEANING.

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

NOTE 15

NOTE 1

NOTE 14

NOTE 15

NOTE 14

NOTE 14

EAST ELEVATION

NORTH ELEVATION

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
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NOTE 3

BRICK COLUMN

CHURCH FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CRACKS IN STUCCO.
DETERIORATED BRICKS AND MORTAR AT CHIMNEY WITH LOOSE
AND MISSING BRICKS AT TOP.
DETERIORATED BRICK ON INSIDE FACE OF PERIMETER WALL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING ADJACENT TO BAPTISMAL POOL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING.
MINOR DIP IN FLOOR.
WATER DAMAGE TO PLASTER WALL.
CRACKS IN WALL PLASTER.
CHECKING IN TRUSS TOP CHORD.
CRACKS IN PILASTER AT TOP OF PIER.
TERMITE DAMAGE AT END OF ROOF JOISTS.
TERMITE DAMAGED SILL PLATE.
CORRODED STEEL COLUMNS SUPPORTING STAIRS.
DAMAGE TO SOFFIT.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
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NOTE 7

NOTE 8
2X10 AT 16" OC
2X10 AT 16" OC

2X10 AT 16" OC

NOTE 10

NOTE 10

NOTE 10

CHURCH FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CRACKS IN STUCCO.
DETERIORATED BRICKS AND MORTAR AT CHIMNEY WITH LOOSE
AND MISSING BRICKS AT TOP.
DETERIORATED BRICK ON INSIDE FACE OF PERIMETER WALL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING ADJACENT TO BAPTISMAL POOL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING.
MINOR DIP IN FLOOR.
WATER DAMAGE TO PLASTER WALL.
CRACKS IN WALL PLASTER.
CHECKING IN TRUSS TOP CHORD.
CRACKS IN PILASTER AT TOP OF PIER.
TERMITE DAMAGE AT END OF ROOF JOISTS.
TERMITE DAMAGED SILL PLATE.
CORRODED STEEL COLUMNS SUPPORTING STAIRS.
DAMAGE TO SOFFIT.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
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BELL TOWER

ADDED TIE
DOWN ANCHORS
NOTE 14

NOTE 12

NOTE 5

ROOF VENT

NOTE 7

ROOF TRUSS

ROOF TRUSS

NOTE 11

NOTE 5

NOTE 5
NOTE 2
CHURCH FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CRACKS IN STUCCO.
DETERIORATED BRICKS AND MORTAR AT CHIMNEY WITH LOOSE
AND MISSING BRICKS AT TOP.
DETERIORATED BRICK ON INSIDE FACE OF PERIMETER WALL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING ADJACENT TO BAPTISMAL POOL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING.
MINOR DIP IN FLOOR.
WATER DAMAGE TO PLASTER WALL.
CRACKS IN WALL PLASTER.
CHECKING IN TRUSS TOP CHORD.
CRACKS IN PILASTER AT TOP OF PIER.
TERMITE DAMAGE AT END OF ROOF JOISTS.
TERMITE DAMAGED SILL PLATE.
CORRODED STEEL COLUMNS SUPPORTING STAIRS.
DAMAGE TO SOFFIT.

ROOF PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
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EAST ELEVATION
NOTE 1

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

CHURCH FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CRACKS IN STUCCO.
DETERIORATED BRICKS AND MORTAR AT CHIMNEY WITH LOOSE
AND MISSING BRICKS AT TOP.
DETERIORATED BRICK ON INSIDE FACE OF PERIMETER WALL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING ADJACENT TO BAPTISMAL POOL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING.
MINOR DIP IN FLOOR.
WATER DAMAGE TO PLASTER WALL.
CRACKS IN WALL PLASTER.
CHECKING IN TRUSS TOP CHORD.
CRACKS IN PILASTER AT TOP OF PIER.
TERMITE DAMAGE AT END OF ROOF JOISTS.
TERMITE DAMAGED SILL PLATE.
CORRODED STEEL COLUMNS SUPPORTING STAIRS.
DAMAGE TO SOFFIT.

NOTE 14

WEST ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

NOTE 1
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NOTE 2

SOUTH ELEVATION
NOTE 1

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

NOTE 13

NOTE 13

CHURCH FIELD OBSERVATION NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CRACKS IN STUCCO.
DETERIORATED BRICKS AND MORTAR AT CHIMNEY WITH LOOSE
AND MISSING BRICKS AT TOP.
DETERIORATED BRICK ON INSIDE FACE OF PERIMETER WALL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING ADJACENT TO BAPTISMAL POOL.
WATER DAMAGE TO CEILING.
MINOR DIP IN FLOOR.
WATER DAMAGE TO PLASTER WALL.
CRACKS IN WALL PLASTER.
CHECKING IN TRUSS TOP CHORD.
CRACKS IN PILASTER AT TOP OF PIER.
TERMITE DAMAGE AT END OF ROOF JOISTS.
TERMITE DAMAGED SILL PLATE.
CORRODED STEEL COLUMNS SUPPORTING STAIRS.
DAMAGE TO SOFFIT.

NORTH ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

NOTE 1
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APPENDIX B
EXISTING STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS
EVALUATION CRITERIA
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EXISTING STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS
EVALUATION CRITERIA

EXCELLENT

Meets or exceeds current structural code requirements.
Capable of safely carrying proposed occupancies.
No significant vibrations, cracking or deflections.
No structural reinforcement or repairs required.
Very minor, if any, maintenance required.

GOOD

Meets current structural code requirements.
Capable of safely carrying proposed occupancies.
Deflections, cracking, vibrations may be observable.
No structural reinforcement required.
Minor structural repairs required.
Some significant maintenance repairs required.

FAIR

Majority of structure meets structural code requirements.
Portions of structure are not capable of carrying proposed occupancies.
Deflections, cracking, vibrations, structural distress is observable.
Structural reinforcement required in limited portions of the structure.
Structural repairs required generally.
Many significant maintenance repairs required.

POOR

Majority of structure does not meet structural code requirements.
Much of the building is not capable of carrying proposed occupancies.
Deflections, cracking, vibrations, structural distress commonly
observable throughout the structure.
Major reinforcement or reconstruction of the structure is required.
Major maintenance repairs are required.

EXTREMELY POOR

Collapse of structure is imminent.
Structure exhibits significant deflections, cracking, vibrations,
structural distress.
Structure requires extensive reinforcement or reconstruction of
impractical scope.

NOTE: Some parts of each definition may not apply.
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Building upon the initial framework established in the Lincolnville Streetscape
Survey & Analysis (“Phase I”) and using that information as a foundational planning
tool, Kimley-Horn was tasked with preparing a Pedestrian Connectivity Study
(“Phase II”) which identifies missing and broken linkages in the existing sidewalk
network and the “where and how” of outlining locations where initial improvements
are recommended to begin.

project goals and application
The ultimate goal of this Pedestrian Connectivity Study is to identify areas within
Lincolnville which lack quality sidewalk infrastructure and to prepare a highly
graphic and easy to comprehend strategic planning approach which allows for
clear understanding of where pedestrian-focused improvements within the LCRA
may be most effective and practical.
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More specifically, the following strategies are by no means exhaustive in nature of all
potential improvements within the LCRA limits but rather set forth a recommended
order of “where do we begin”? These strategies identify geographically and
geometrically significant areas within the LCRA which would greatly benefit from
enhancing connectivity within the Lincolnville pedestrian circulation network.
Ultimately, this Study will yield the crucial “next steps” needed towards ensuring
residents and visitors alike are provided a safer means of travel throughout this
historic neighborhood.
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map key
LCRA Boundary
existing sidewalk Condition
Good (new and / or free of cracks)
fair (slightly cracked / damaged, potentially non-ada accessible)
bad (heavily cracked / missing sections, non-ada accessible)
Proposed sidewalk (shown as white / gray)
street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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1 South Street (riberia

Oneida)

DEFICIENCIES:

South Street is a highly active, both vehicular and pedestrian, east/west corridor which
provides a potential connection from Riberia Street to the southern end of Lake Maria
Sanchez. However, with limited sidewalk infrastructure, users are not provided with a safe
means of travel and would have to travel a fairly atypical distance north and south to reach the
next east/west corridor.

GOALS:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure primarily along both sides of South
Street from Riberia Street to Washington

1

Washington Street

South Street

Oneida Street

Blanco Street
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ACTIONS:
1

Existing pedestrian pathway within the roadway to be replaced with sidewalk.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.

3

Existing slate sidewalk to remain.

3
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map key
LCRA Boundary
existing sidewalk Condition
Good (new and / or free of cracks)
fair (slightly cracked / damaged, potentially non-ada accessible)
bad (heavily cracked / missing sections, non-ada accessible)
Proposed sidewalk (shown as white / gray)
street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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2 D eHaven Street (riberia

MLK)

DEFICIENCIES:

DeHaven Street is a centrally located east/west corridor which provides a potential
connection from Riberia Street to the Lincolnville core with its intersection at MLK. However,
with limited sidewalk infrastructure, users are not provided with a safe means of travel and
would have to travel several blocks to the north and south to find another safe east/west
connection.

GOALs:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure primarily along the north side of
DeHaven from Riberia Street to MLK

1

Washington Street

Oneida Street

St. Benedict Street

3

Sanchez

DeHaven Street
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H

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue (MLK)

4

ACTIONS:
1

Route sidewalk around utilities / power pole locations by adjusting sidewalk
width and/or location. Minimum 36” width (32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.

3

Existing large trees within the right-of-way may require alternate sidewalk
layout. See Strategy #1, page 20.

4

This area (MLK to Washington) was visually explored and deemed likely too
narrow to accommodate both pedestrian and vehicular uses safely. However, this
pedestrian connection would be valuable in completing the full DeHaven Street
east/west pedestrian corridor.
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map key
LCRA Boundary
existing sidewalk Condition
Good (new and / or free of cracks)
fair (slightly cracked / damaged, potentially non-ada accessible)
bad (heavily cracked / missing sections, non-ada accessible)
Proposed sidewalk (shown as white / gray)
street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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3 Lovett Street (riberia

Washington)

DEFICIENCIES:

Lovett Street is a centrally located east/west corridor which provides a potential connection
from Riberia Street through the Lincolnville core ending at Washington Street. However, with
very limited sidewalk infrastructure, users are not provided with a safe means of travel and
would have to travel several blocks to the north and south to find another safe east/west
connection.

GOALS:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure primarily along the south side of
Lovett Street from Riberia Street to Washington Street.
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ACTIONS:
1

Palm Trees at Twine Park to be removed to allow sidewalk connection. New palms
can be planted within the park.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.

3

Existing Driveways may need repaired and/or alterations to connect with sidewalk.

4

Existing sidewalk is too narrow Existing slate sidewalk of historic significance to
remain.
3
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4 Kings Ferry Way (riberia

Washington)

DEFICIENCIES:

Kings Ferry Way is a centrally located east/west corridor which provides a potential
connection from Riberia Street through the Lincolnville core ending at Washington Street.
However, with very limited sidewalk infrastructure, users are not provided with a safe means
of travel and would have to travel several blocks to the north and south to find another safe
east/west connection.

GOALs:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure primarily along the south side of
Kings Ferry Way from Riberia Street to Washington Street.
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ACTIONS:
1

Route sidewalk around utilities / power pole locations by adjusting sidewalk
width and/or location. Minimum 36” width (32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.

3

Existing small trees within the right-of-way will require removal (palms and
improperly pruned trees)

4

Sidewalk section previously identified as “Bad“ to be removed prior to
sidewalk installation.
3
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5 Duero Street (riberia

Washington)

DEFICIENCIES:

Lying at the southern end of the Lincolnville residential core, Duero Street is the last complete
east/west corridor connecting Riberia Street to Washington Street. However, with only one
small section of sidewalk existing, Duero Street exists without any sidewalk infrastructure.

one-way traffic flow

GOALS:

Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)

Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure primarily along the north side of
Duero from Riberia Street to Washington Street.

Kimley-horn

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue (MLK)

Lincolnville community
Redevelopment Area

Washington Street

Proposed Project - typ.
See page 18 / 19
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ACTIONS:
1

Existing stormwater management system to be integrated into proposed
sidewalk/curb.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.

1
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map key
LCRA Boundary
existing sidewalk Condition
Good (new and / or free of cracks)
fair (slightly cracked / damaged, potentially non-ada accessible)
bad (heavily cracked / missing sections, non-ada accessible)
Proposed sidewalk (shown as white / gray)
street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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No.

6 Cerro Street (riberia

Blanco)

DEFICIENCIES:

Cerro Street, with the exception of one small section, currently has no sidewalk infrastructure.
Additionally, the mid block pedestrian crossing along Riberia Street is not ideal.

GOALS:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure primarily along the south side of
Cerro from Riberia Street to the Eddie Vickers Park entrance. Additionally, improve
pedestrian connectivity to/from the Willie Galimore Center.
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ACTIONS:
1

Recommend to relocate crosswalk across Riberia to intersection of Cerro.

2

Repair sidewalk connection to Willie Galimore Center parking lot.

3

Provide crosswalks as shown.

4

Route sidewalk around utilities / power pole locations by adjusting sidewalk
width and/or location. Minimum 36” width (32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.

5

Extend sidewalk connection to Community Gardens parking area.
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map key
LCRA Boundary
existing sidewalk Condition
Good (new and / or free of cracks)
fair (slightly cracked / damaged, potentially non-ada accessible)
bad (heavily cracked / missing sections, non-ada accessible)
Proposed sidewalk (shown as white / gray)
street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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No.

7 Riberia Street (L Quinta
a

Bridge)

DEFICIENCIES:

Riberia Street is a highly active, both vehicular and pedestrian, north/south corridor anchoring
the western edge of the Lincolnville residential core. This particular section of Riberia Street is
an especially busy area given the very popular adjacent commercial attractions. However, only
a sidewalk along the western edge of Riberia Street exists with no safe means of pedestrian
travel along the east side. It was observed during the “Phase I” inventory, conflicts between
pedestrians and vehicles were alarmingly frequent.

GOALs:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure along the eastern side of Riberia Street from Bridge Street to LaQuinta Place.

DeHaven Street

St. Francis Street

Bridge Street

Weeden Street

Proposed Project - typ.
See page 2 /3

O

R T H

Riberia Street

N

ACTIONS:
1

Vegetation growing within the right-of-way to be removed.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.
Existing building near the right-of-way may require alternate sidewalk
layout. See Strategy #2, page 20.

1
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Proposed Project - typ.
See page 6 / 7
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LCRA Boundary
existing sidewalk Condition
Good (new and / or free of cracks)
fair (slightly cracked / damaged, potentially non-ada accessible)
bad (heavily cracked / missing sections, non-ada accessible)
Proposed sidewalk (shown as white / gray)

No.

8 Twine Street (Lovett

Cerro)

DEFICIENCIES:

Twine Street, extending three north/south blocks in the southern half of the Lincolnville
residential core, currently provides almost no considerations for pedestrian connectivity
outside of a few small sections of sidewalk.

street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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GOALS:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure along Twine Street as graphically shown above.

1

2

Proposed Project - typ.
See page 10 / 11

Proposed Project - typ.
See page 8 / 9
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ACTIONS:
1

Route sidewalk around utilities / power pole locations by adjusting sidewalk
width and/or location. Minimum 36” width (32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.

2

Sidewalk sections previously identified as “Fair“ and/or “Bad” to be removed
prior to sidewalk installation.

3

Provide crosswalks as shown.

2
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No.

9 Oneida Street (Lovett

Duero)

DEFICIENCIES:

Oneida Street, extending three north/south blocks in the southern half of the Lincolnville
residential core, currently provides almost no considerations for pedestrian connectivity
outside of a few small sections of sidewalk.

street light
one-way traffic flow
Tree (in row / conflict with sidewalk)
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GOALS:
Provide sidewalk and associated infrastructure along Oneida Street as graphically shown
above.

1

Proposed Project - typ.
See page 8 / 9

Proposed Project - typ.
See page 10 / 11
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ACTIONS:
1

Route sidewalk around utilities / power pole locations by adjusting sidewalk
width and/or location. Minimum 36” width (32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.

2

Provide crosswalks as shown.

3

Existing vegetation within the right-of-way will require removal (small trees
and ornamental shrubs)

4

Sidewalk section previously identified as “Bad“ to be removed prior to
sidewalk installation.
3

4
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Maintain existing Traffic Pattern

Existing Large Tree Trunk
Park Pl.
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Approximate Right-of-Way

Route Sidewalk (permeable material) and
Curb around Tree (36” clear of base,
minimum.)
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Typical sidewalk route - 36” width min.
(32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.

Typical sidewalk route - 36” width min.
(32” for brief obstructions) per FBC.
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strategy #1

strategy #2

To be used where a large existing tree blocks proposed
sidewalk path.

To be used where a building, limited right-of-way or other
obstruction blocks a proposed sidewalk path.

+

Additional projects moving forward

North/soUth corridors

+ Riberia Street (Bridge Cerro)
+ Sanford Street (Cedar Bridge)
+ Sanford Street (St. Francis Dehaven)
East/West corridors

+
+
+
+
+

Lincoln Street (Riberia MLK)
Park Place (MLK Lake Maria Sanchez)
St. Francis Street (weeden MLK)
Bravo Street (Riberia sanford)
Cedar Street (Riberia MLK)
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